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m IDFA CEO & President

Connie Tipton
to Step Down
Will Retire at
End of 2016
Connie Tipton, the
President and CEO of
the International Dairy
Foods Association
(IDFA) and longtime
voice of dairy foods
companies in Washingm CONNIE TIPTON
ton, D.C., announced
that she will retire at the end of this year. Tipton, who has led the association since 2004,
made the announcement before 1,000 dairy
executives and other industry stakeholders at
the annual Dairy Forum being held this week
at the Arizona Biltmore in Phoenix.
“I have decided to retire at the end of 2016
after 35 fulfilling years representing the dairy
foods industry,” Tipton said. “I have had a
wonderful career working with this industry
and appreciate all of the opportunities I have
been given, the friends I have made and the
fun I have had.”
Tipton joined the staff of the Milk Industry
Foundation and the International Ice Cream
Association in May of 1981, before IDFA existed. That’s where she met her late husband,
Continued on PAGE 39

Ahold and Delhaize
File Form F-4 with SEC
Koninklijke Ahold N.V. and Delhaize Group
NV/SA announced the filing by Ahold of a
registration statement on Form F-4 with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
The Registration Statement is a document
required under U.S. law in connection with the
intended merger between Ahold and Delhaize.
The Registration Statement is subject to
review and must be declared effective by the
SEC. The Registration Statement includes detailed information on the proposed transaction,
pro forma financial statements and risks related to the transaction. The Registration Statement as filed is available through the website
maintained by the SEC at www.sec.gov.
On June 24, 2015, Ahold and Delhaize announced their intention to merge, creating an
international retailer with a portfolio of strong,
trusted local brands and more than 375,000 associates serving more than 50 million customers
each week in the United States and Europe.
The transaction is expected to be completed
mid-2016, following associate consultation
procedures, shareholder approval and regulatory clearances.
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m A.G. of Florida Names

Gregg Young Chief Sales
& Procurement Officer
Gregg Young, Sr. V.P. of Sales and Procurement, has been promoted to the position of
Chief Sales and Procurement Officer for Associated Grocers of Florida, Inc., the Pompano,
FL.-based member-owned retail food distribution company.
“Gregg brings 38 years of retail grocery,
sales, merchandising and procurement experience to this position,” Christopher Miller,
President of Associated Grocers of Florida, Inc
told TODAY’S GROCER. “We look forward to
his leadership and his ability to bring all areas
m GREGG YOUNG

Continued on PAGE 39

m ‘Master Innovator’

m GENE BIGGI (right) pictured receiving his plaque as he was inducted
recently into the Hall of Fame.

Beaverton Foods’ Gene Biggi
Inducted to Hall of Fame
Gene Biggi, Chairman of Beaverton Foods, Inc., the leading manufacturer of specialty branded condiments in the U.S., has been inducted to the Specialty Food Association 2016 class of the Specialty
Food Hall of Fame.
Biggi was inducted on January 18 at the Winter Fancy Food Show
in San Francisco as part of a special event that also included the
association’s “Leadership Awards.” Established in 2015, the Hall of
Fame’s mission is to “honor individuals whose accomplishments, impact, contributions, and successes within the specialty food industry

Barilla Celebrates Grand Opening of
New Region Americas Headquarters
State-of-the-art
building in Chicago’s
North Shore designed
to propel growth,
innovation
and top talent
Barilla, the world famous pasta
brand, recently celebrated the
grand opening of its new Region Americas Headquarters in
Northbrook, IL., situated within
Chicago’s North Shore business
corridor. The Barilla family, including Chairman Guido Barilla and
Vice Chairmen Luca Barilla and
Paolo Barilla, joined Barilla CEO
Claudio Colzani and Barilla Americas President Jean-Pierre Comte
for the ribbon-cutting ceremony
and reception.
“This is a new and exciting
chapter for us - one that speaks to
the passion we feel for continuous
innovation. It’s how we are growing the business,” said Chairman
Guido Barilla. “Now, when our
employees come to work they are
welcomed to a space that is built
for collaboration and learning,

m THE BARILLA FAMILY, including Chairman Guido Barilla and Vice Chairmen Luca Barilla and Paolo Barilla, recently joined with Barilla CEO Claudio
Colzani and Barilla Americas President Jean-Pierre Comte for the ribboncutting ceremony and reception.

both of which are the engine that
pushes us forward into new territories and to even better serve our
customers.”
In August 2015, Barilla relocated
approximately 150 employees

J. M. Smucker Sells its U.S.
Canned Milk Brands
The J. M. Smucker Company has sold its U.S. canned milk brands and
operations to Eagle Family Foods Group LLC, a subsidiary of funds affiliated with Kelso & Company. The transaction includes canned milk products
that are primarily sold in U.S. retail and foodservice channels under the
Eagle Brand and Magnolia brands, along with other branded and private
label trade names, with annual net sales of approximately $200 million.
The company’s manufacturing facilities in El Paso, Texas, and Seneca,
Missouri, will be included in the transaction. The transaction does not include the company’s canned milk business in Canada.

Continued on PAGE 39

Publix Super Markets Inc. announced it has signed two leases for stores
in Virginia. The Bristol store, 54,000 sq. ft., will be located at the northeast
corner of Lee Highway & Clear Creek Road in Washington County and in
the greater Richmond area, the Glen Allen store, 49,000 sq. ft., will be
located at the northeast corner of Nuckols Road & Twin Hickory Road in
Henrico County.
Grand opening dates for both locations have yet to be determined; however, the Bristol store is tentatively planned to open in the fourth quarter of
2017, and the Glen Allen store will follow in 2018.
Publix CEO Ed Crenshaw commented on crossing yet another state line.
“Being company owners, our associates continue to work diligently to
exceed our customers’ expectations, which has allowed Publix to experience continued growth. As we enter new markets and continue to open
Continued on PAGE 39

The Readers’ Choice
in the Food Industry

FMI Announces 2016-2018
Board of Director Officers

Continued on PAGE 39

from Bannockburn, IL., to the new
office at 885 Sunset Ridge Rd.,
Northbrook. Barilla leadership
chose the new 75,000 sq. ft. facil-

Publix Entering Virginia Market

Continued on PAGE 39

Food Marketing Institute’s (FMI) Board of Directors met during the Midwinter Executive Conference annual business meeting at the Fontainebleau Miami Beach, January 23-26, and voted to approve its incoming officers. Kevin Davis, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Bristol Farms,
Inc., assumes the role of Chairman of the Board.
FMI’s 2016-2018 Board of Directors Officers:
n K EVIN DAVIS, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, Bristol Farms, Inc. Chairman of the Board.
n FRED MORGANTHALL, Executive Vice President, Retail Operations, The
Kroger Co. - Immediate Past Chairman of the Board.
n LESLIE SARASIN, President and CEO, Food Marketing Institute - President and CEO.
n L AURI YOUNGQUIST, President and CEO, Knowlan’s Super Markets, Inc.
- Vice Chairwoman, Communications Committee.
n FRANK CURCI, Chairman and CEO, Tops Markets, LLC - Vice Chairman,
Finance Committee.
n JUSTIN DYE, Chief Administrative Officer, Albertsons Companies - Vice
Chairman, Industry Relations Committee.
n M ARK SKOGEN, President and CEO, Festival Foods - Vice Chairman,
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m VERC ENTERPRISES, a leading convenience store and Mobil/Gulf gasoline
operator, recently presented Hedge Elementary School in Plymouth, MA with
a check for $500, a grant made possible through the ExxonMobil Educational
Alliance Program. Tony Depina, Manager of the VERC Enterprises Commerce
Way Mobil location in Plymouth and District Manager Courtney Vercollone
presented the check to Kristin Wilson, principal at Hedge Elementary School.

VERC Enterprises Presents
$500 Grant to School
VERC Enterprises, a leading convenience store and Mobil/Gulf gasoline operator with locations throughout Eastern Massachusetts and New
Hampshire, recently presented Hedge Elementary School in Plymouth,
MA with a check for $500, a grant made possible through the ExxonMobil
Educational Alliance Program.
Funded by the ExxonMobil Corporation, the ExxonMobil Educational Alliance program is designed to provide local retailers an opportunity to invest
in the future of their communities through educational grants to neighborhood schools.
Tony Depina, Manager of the VERC Enterprises Commerce Way Mobil
location in Plymouth and District Manager Courtney Vercollone presented
the check to Kristin Wilson, principal at Hedge Elementary School.
“We’re proud to participate in such a fine program that recognizes and
supports the quality of local schools,” said Leo Vercollone, CEO of VERC
Enterprises.
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GuestEditorials
The Big Job Is Keeping Customers — Happy
By: John Graham
Ask salespeople what customers
want from them and you’re likely
to hear such words as friendly,
positive, responsive, and problemsolver. Whatever else they may be,
these are “the comfort words of
sales.” It’s how salespeople picture
themselves.
Ask customers what they want in
a salesperson and the words they
use may be quite different. What
they are looking for is integrity, responsiveness, initiative, knowledge,
and guts.
This suggests that it’s in a salesperson’s best interest to align their
performance with customer expectations. It’s not only the way to
keep them happy; it’s the best way
to keep them as customers. Here’s
how to go about it:
1. Always take ownership
of problems and complaints.
Passing off the blame to someone
else always backfires. It sends the
message to others that you’re not a
stand up person, someone they can
count on.
2. Never use phony-phrases.
like “I’m going to be in your area,”
“We have a lot to offer your company,” “I know you’re busy,” or the
other clichés. They’re a turn off and
peg you as a second-rate salesperson.
3. Always respond to your
messages. Whether email, VM,
text, or a letter, respond to it. Think
how you feel when your messages
are ignored. If you’re not interested
or want to be taken off the list, say
so. It’s not only polite, but it’s also
good networking, a way to influence how others think of you and
your company.

4. Never be late. Being late isn’t
funny or fashionable, and rarely
excusable, whether it’s late for
a meeting, completing a project,
meeting deadlines, answering email
or anything else. At its core, it’s
disrespectful and says the rules
don’t apply to you. Being on time,
sends the opposite message.
5. Always say “Thank You.”
Those two words send the message that you recognize how others
help and assist you in both little
and big things, and you don’t take
anything for granted.
6. Never make excuses. Face
it. No one believes an excuse. In
the least, they create doubt and
at worst, they’re perceived as
lies. A trail of excuses expresses
a lack of commitment, a failure to
take responsibility, and announces that you’re someone others
can’t count on.
7. Always focus messages on
the recipient. It may seem obvious, but too many emails, memos,
reports, resumes, letters, presentations, and other communications
are “all about me,” instead of “all
about them.” Is it any wonder
they’re ignored?
8. Never play the friend card.
Some salespeople make an effort
to create a “friend” relationship
with customers, one that’s designed to keep competitors away.
Ironically, this changes the focus
from serving the customer to putting their energy into continuing the
relationship, a strategy that’s sure
to backfire.
9. Always be alert for ways
to help customers. It’s only natural to think that we’re helping our
customers. It makes us feel good
to believe we’re doing something

worthwhile. But more often than
not, our actions tell quite a different
story: our major interest is in helping ourselves. Helping customers is
quite different.
10. Never make promises
you can’t keep. There’s nothing
worse than making a promise and
then not keeping it. We all know
people who eagerly agree to do
something, while others rolls their
eyes, knowing they will never follow
through. Not keeping your word can
be disastrous and it can haunt your
career. It’s easy to say, “I’ll take
care of that.” But be sure before
you promise.
11. Always prepare. May sound
obvious, but marketers and salespeople skip this step and wing it.
Whether in person or in writing,
they use generalities and relate
irrelevant war stories. Nothing specific, just lots of fluff. It shows and
everyone knows that they weren’t
ready. Kiss off another one and dig
out the excuses.
12. Never fake or exaggerate
experience, qualifications or
abilities. Be assured that at some
point when we least expect it, it
will catch up with us. We all have
limitations; admitting them says we
know our weaknesses as well as
our strengths. And that enhances
our credibility.
13. Always satisfy the unhappy customer. Here’s the formula
to do it: 1. Take time to understand
the problem. Then, repeat it back
to the customer. 2.Take ownership.
“I’m your advocate.” Don’t pass it
off to someone else. 3. Present the
solution to the customer: “Is this
satisfactory?” If not, seek a better
solution. 4. Follow up with the customer to verify satisfaction.

14. Never let up. The biggest danger in customer care is
assuming that everything is OK,
particularly with those you never
hear from. They’re flying under
your radar and before you know it,
they’ve flown away. Never assume
all is well. Bottom line: expectations
are changing so fast, you need to
be finding new ways to keep customers happy.
15. Always be candid. The
sales manager wanted to look
good so he told his customers that
he had gone to his boss to get the
price down so he could keep their
business. Unfortunately, customers have heard such stories many
times. A transparent approach
would be more credible: “We know
you’re looking at our competitors and we know their programs.
Because we want you to stay with
us, we’re cutting the initial cost
to $xxx.” Customers know when
you’re transparent and when you’re
blowing smoke.
The challenge of keeping customers happy may be the single most
pressing task in business today.
Unhappy customers don’t just
leave, they’re vengeful, spreading
their displeasure in every direction.
It takes all the skill, energy, and
smarts we can muster to meet that
challenge. But it can be done.
JOHN GRAHAM of GrahamComm is a marketing and sales
strategist-consultant and business writer. He publishes a free
monthly eBulletin, “No Nonsense
Marketing & Sales Ideas.” Contact
him at jgraham@grahamcomm.
com, 617-774-9759 or johnrgraham.com.

m Business Management Expert Paul Ratoff:

5 Ways to Find a Meaningful Company Purpose
m Paul Ratoff

To ensure an organization’s longterm success, pursuing purposeful
behavior is the best practice business leaders can follow for thriving
in today’s stakeholder-driven world.
“Purposeful behavior means taking actions that are consistent with
a purpose that is meaningful and
important to all the organization’s
stakeholders,” says Paul Ratoff,
author of the new book THRIVING
IN A STAKEHOLDER WORLD: PURPOSE AS THE NEW COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE (Indie Books International, 2016). Ratoff defines stakeholders in a much broader context;
meaning all individuals or groups of
individuals who impact or are impacted by the organization.
Ratoff has been a successful
business consultant in Southern
California for the past 35 years, assisting a wide range of middle-market companies plan and manage
their growth and success. He is a
Certified Management Consultant,
Strategic Management Professional
and president of Strategy Development Group.
His book demonstrates to business leaders how applying purposeful behavior as a management

style can be an effective way to
optimize stakeholder value and
provide a competitive advantage in
their markets.
At the foundation of this approach
is having business leaders discover
their organization’s true Purpose or
Mission. To do that Ratoff recommends five practices:
1. Ask Why? Challenge yourself
by continually asking the simple
question, “Why is this meaningful
and important to me?” until you are
inspired. Start with the reason you
wanted to go into business in the
first place and then ask the “why”
question. Keep asking that question
until you come to an answer which
you find inspiring or moving in
some way. Look for a problem your
business solved for people.
2. Ask What Really Inspires
You. You can also look for actions
you would like to take on in your
life that inspire you. Something
you are doing or might want to do
outside of business, if only you had
the time or money. Maybe there is
a hobby you would love to take on,
or a charity you are supporting, or
a cause that is important to you.
Then, consider how your business

might serve as a vehicle to pursue
that interest.
3. Think Beyond Business
Model. Do not limit yourself to the
things your organization does to
make money. Purpose and business
model are very different. Think
of your products and services as
byproducts of your organization’s
purpose. For example, a company
could be committed to creating
leaders in the world but it trains
and develops its leaders inside of
a vertical retail-store/e-commerce
business model.
4. Expand on Your Product’s
Value. By the same token, the
product or service could also be the
source of your passion. If that is
true, you can use the “why” question to better understand the passion behind it. The value you bring
to your customers can be defined
as having three levels: There is
the physical level of the product or
service that is often defined by its
specifications and characteristics.
There is also the emotional level
that is defined by how it affects one
personally— for example, how it
feels or tastes or comforts. Then
there is the conceptual level, which

has more to do with how it will impact the world—for example, reduce crime, improve overall health,
reduce hunger, etc.
5. Look at Personal Goals. By
personal goals, Ratoff is referring
to goals that affect you directly:
like buying a house, becoming a
famous person, etc. Personal goals
are very different than purpose. If
you consider the time horizon, personal goals are generally achieved
in a much shorter time period, say
from one to five years. They only
need to be inspiring to one person:
you. Purpose, on the other hand,
would need to have a much longer
time horizon, which could extend
beyond many generations.
“Purpose needs to be inspiring to
many more people, specifically, the
organization’s key stakeholders,”
says Ratoff. “It is not uncommon
for leaders to mistake personal
goals as their organization’s purpose. For example, being the largest company in the industry may
be a personal goal but it would not
likely be an organization’s purpose.
It might be a shorter-term goal if it
supported the organization’s purpose and business strategy.”
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Digital Imperatives for CPG: 5 Steps to Plan for Growth in 2016
By: Keith Anderson, V.P. Strategy
and Insight, Profitero
According to an IRI/BCG/Google
study for the Grocery Manufacturers
Association (GMA), within the next 5
years, 50 percent of growth in CPG is
expected to come from eCommerce,
and that’s not taking into account the
impact of the online channel on physical stores. Deloitte Digital suggests
that almost two-thirds of every dollar
spent in brick-and-mortar stores is
now influenced by a digital interaction.
Key to growth for CPG and FMCG
brands in 2016 is a roadmap to better
represent your brand in the online
channel, as well as building the
toolkit you need to outperform your
competitors.
As you get started on your journey
to eCommerce success, plan to spend
half or more of your time building
internal alignment and support within
your organization – especially if you’re
the designated leader of eCommerce.
Here we outline the 5 critical steps
to gaining that widespread internal
support.
DEFINE SUCCESS
How will you define success? Is
success about incrementality and
eCommerce sales growth, or is it more
about maintaining brand equity - ensuring your brand is best represented
in the online channel to help influence
offline sales?
What we see in our monthly Amazon
FastMovers reports, which rank best
sellers in more than 10 categories,
is that some of the fastest moving
brands and products are emerging
brands – and not necessarily the
incumbent market leader in the brickand-mortar channel. These brands
have nothing to lose by investing
aggressively online: establishing a
compelling foothold and starting to
displace ‘traditional’ leaders in the
physical world.
Always estimate the size of the prize
and understand how you compare to
established competitors, but be aware
that there are emerging brands playing offense aggressively in the online
channel.

DEFINE YOUR STRATEGY
AND FOCUS
Once you have a clear picture of
success, you need to prioritize, as no
CPG brand manufacturer has infinite
resource. This means assessing markets, retailers, categories, and brands
for their current and future potential in
the online channel.
This is a complex process, but for
most CPG companies with shelf-stable
products, we believe Amazon is one
non-negotiable priority, with its share
of the total online market in the US
estimated to be somewhere between
a third and 40%, (which varies by
category).
Amazon is also increasingly focusing
in the CPG space both in terms of its
growing portfolio of products such as
Pantry and AmazonFresh, as well as
new devices and interfaces oriented to
CPG products like Dash and Echo.
Planet Retail predicts that Amazon
will see the highest growth between
now and 2020 against all major retailers, so without question the e-retailer
should be core to your online strategy.
BUILD A WORLD-CLASS TEAM
In the early stages of maturity, many
CPG companies assign responsibility for
eCommerce to leaders with many other
responsibilities. But it’s difficult to plan
and grow without dedicated staff who
are measured and motivated to focus
on channel success.
Considering how essential widespread internal alignment and support
is to executing on a solid eCommerce
plan, domain experience in the FMCG/
CPG industry combined with a passion
for innovation, improving the customer
experience, and retailer partnership is a
formula for building credibility both inside and outside of a CPG organization.
More brands are also hiring from Amazon and other key online retailers to
help them navigate exponential growth
with perspective from the other side of
the table.
EQUIP YOUR TEAM WITH
THE RIGHT TOOLKIT
Once you have someone who is responsible for the overall direction of your
eCommerce strategy, you’ll soon realise

that there is an abundance of eCommerce solution providers in the marketplace to support your performance.
While keeping up with and evaluating
the growing field of technology vendors is a monumental challenge, one
priority should be to identify an eCommerce performance analytics partner.
Most CPG companies’ leaders expect
standardized reporting on performance
– after all, you can’t manage what you
don’t measure.
Analytics from Profitero focus on
critical performance drivers in areas
like pricing and promotion, product and
assortment attributes, product content
(images, titles, descriptions, ratings
& reviews), and search and category
ranking.
We can also help you estimate the
size and growth of your category on
Amazon, your brand’s share of the category, as well as your mix of first party
versus third party sales on Amazon.
CONTINUOUSLY MEASURE
AND OPTIMIZE
Defining KPIs and building a scorecard is critical to how the eCommerce
channel is viewed broadly within an
organization and how the leaders that
own its success ultimately execute.
Here is a selection of the most common
metrics:
Sales & Share: While data on category size and growth and individual
brands’ share of category data are
still unavailable at the total market
level and for most retailers, new approaches like Profitero’s Sales & Share
estimates are helping CPG companies
measure their ecommerce efforts
through familiar metrics.
Discoverability in search and category
rankings: can a shopper easily find your
product, particularly on Amazon? 44
percent of US online shoppers now start
their product search on Amazon, and
just 30% of searchers click past page 1
Accurate and optimal product content: once a consumer lands on your
product page, is your product’s information accurately displayed to increase
the likelihood of them buying?
In-stock availability: if your product
is not in stock, shoppers simply cannot
buy. An FMI-GMA joint study from 2015

(not focused explicitly on eCommerce)
reveals that the first time a shopper encounters an out-of-stock product, 70%
substitute a different product; the third
time this happens, 70% switch stores.
Activating your customers: once a
shopper has a bought your product, you
have the opportunity to leverage brand
advocates by encouraging them to rate
your product and write a product review
– helping you to drive more customers.
According to a recent survey by UPS
and comScore, 73% of shoppers say
product reviews are influential when
shopping online.
FUTURE-PROOFING YOUR
BUSINESS
Wherever you can, translate familiar
concepts from the brick-and-mortar
world to the online channel. For example, if you’re talking about the importance of retailer search in the online
channel, you might compare it to aisle
placement in the physical store, where
it’s important to be at eye level for the
shopper to find your product.
And in the near-term, emphasize
the risk of doing nothing as the online
channel and its influence on physical
retail continues to accelerate. New
brands are continuing to emerge and
investing aggressively online. With
eCommerce set to represent between
5-10% of all CPG sales over the next
few years, it’s essential to plan for success now to ensure you don’t get left
behind.
KEITH ANDERSON leads the continuous
innovation and development of Profitero’s
online insights solution for retailers and
brands, helping global companies gain
a deeper understanding of their online
presence to optimize both online and
in-store sales. For more than 10 years,
Keith has been a trusted advisor to
global retailers and CPG companies including Walmart, Target, Best Buy, P&G,
Unilever and Coca Cola. Prior to his role
at Profitero, Keith was Vice President of
the Advisory practice at RetailNet Group.
Keith’s insights have been featured in the
Financial Times and Forbes Magazine
among other publications, and he is a
frequent speaker at retail, technology,
and media conferences.

Nature Deserves Better than Natural
By: Karen Howard, CEO and
Executive Director, Organic
& Natural Health Association
The FDA has unexpectedly
opened its doors, issuing a Call
for Comment on the definition of
natural having previously ignored
citizens petitions demanding a
more complete definition and sidestepping multiple requests from
courts on what constitutes natural
(including how the existing FDA
language relates to bioengineering).
Questions to the public range from
the philosophical “Should we define, through rulemaking, the term
natural? Why or why not?” to the
more pragmatic and complex issues of processing and production
practices.
This includes asking if genetically
engineered products or products
contain ingredients produced
through the use of genetic engineering are natural. In a quick
review of 1250 of the 3901 com-

ments submitted, the verdict from
the public is clear – genetic engineering is not natural. Consensus
is also building for a definition that
excludes synthetic and artificial
ingredients (akin to the existing
guidance of the Agency), and limits
natural to products originating from
the ground, not the manufacturing
plant. Overall, commenters seem
to believe the use of ‘natural’ on
labels is unreliable, confusing and
frankly, misleading.
FDA is asking for data relating to
consumers concerns, and Organic &
Natural will be sharing the results of
our own consumer study. In short,
most of the general public believes
natural is the same as organic, only
cheaper. One-third of the general
public believes there is no difference in the two labels. Sixty-one
percent of consumers say organic is
regulated by the federal government,
truth, while 46 percent believe the
same hold true for natural, not true.
Now consider the fact 33 percent of

consumers use natural products at
least one a day, which puts them in
the ‘heavy users’ category. In contrast, only 23 percent of consumers
use organic at least once a day.
It is our position, that the only
way to ease consumer confusion
and eliminate misleading marketing
is to establish the new natural as
‘organic-plus.’ For example, whole
foods must be organic to be natural,
natural beef must be organic, grassfed and pastured. It’s also important
to note that foods not meeting such
standards aren’t all bad. Bioidentical, synthetic vitamins, by far
the most common option, are not
only effective, they may prove to be
our only sustainable option. Yes,
a natural standard is essential.
What’s really required is sustainable
business practices that are transparent, ensure traceability, and require
continued quality improvement in
production, manufacturing, and human and animal welfare. Let’s treat
what’s natural, better.

More on Organic & Natural at
www.organicandnatural.org follow
on Twitter @OrgNatHealth or www.
facebook.com/organicandnaturalhealthassociation.
KAREN HOWARD, CEO and Executive Director of Organic & Natural
Health Association, is a visionary
and results-focused leader who has
spent more than 30 years working
with Congress, state legislatures
and healthcare organizations to
develop innovative healthcare policy
and programs. She has held a variety of executive positions, including
serving as professional staff for a
Congressional committee, and has
policy expertise in the diverse areas
of integrative and complementary
medicine, managed care, healthcare technology and mental health.
An advocate at heart, she has
worked to strategically advance the
mission and vision of organizations
through effective advocacy and
strong collaboration.
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Grocery
New Skippy P.B. Bites
Delicious Protein-Rich Snack Can Be
Found In the Peanut Butter Aisle

Gerber Expands 3rd
Foods Lil’ Bits Recipes
Early childhood nutrition leader Gerber has announced the
expansion of its newest line of products, Gerber 3rd Foods
Lil’ Bits recipes, with the launch of Gerber 3rd Foods Lil’ Bits
Dinners.
The new category within Lil’ Bits not only provides parents
with the perfectly-sized soft pieces to help their babies master
the essential chewing developmental milestone, but also delivers the nutrition and variety many parents are looking for.
“As part of our mission to train tiny mouths to conquer
big chewing challenges, we launched Lil’ Bits Dinners to
mimic the savory items often served at dinnertime,” said
Aileen Stocks, Chief Marketing Officer. “That’s why we’re
so excited to introduce Dinners as part of the Lil’ Bits Recipes line-we’re providing that next step for children who are
on their way to table food.”
From tasty fruits & veggies to the complete nutrition of
the new dinner varieties, the full line of Lil’ Bits recipes will
help little ones earn a master’s in chewing. New flavors
include: Chicken Itty-Bitty Noodle, Garden Vegetable &
Beef, Autumn Vegetable & Turkey, Mac & Cheese, Herbed
Vegetable, Pasta & Chicken, Roasted Vegetable & Chicken,
and Carrot Peas & Corn.
Lil’ Bits Dinners recipes are now available at major retailers.

Dirty Doesn’t Have a Prayer With

Four Monks
Cleaning Vinegar
Mizkan Americas is shaking up the all-purpose cleaning
market by introducing its first all-purpose cleaning vinegar
– Four Monks. Now available at grocers and retailers nationwide, Four Monks Cleaning Vinegar delivers an all-purpose
cleaning product combining natural ingredients to clean and
polish homes. Four Monks is available in two scents, Aroma
Control and Citrus Mint, and is packaged in 24oz spray bottles, or a 64oz or 128oz jug.
“We wanted to develop a product that is safe for families,
pets and the environment,” said Mike Smith, executive vice
president of sales and marketing at Mizkan Americas. “Cleaning with vinegar has always been an effective way to banish
dirt and grime in kitchens, bathrooms, the garage and the
outdoors. We’re excited to share our take on cleaning vinegars
with consumers.”
“The Four Monks products are made from a proprietary
process that reduces the strong vinegar aroma but leaves a
clean, crisp scent,” said Smith. “Each Four Monks product is
non-toxic, ready-to-use and has a six percent vinegar concentration for hard-hitting value.”
Available in three versatile sizes perfect for any job. For a
suggested retail price of $2.49 to $2.99 per 24oz bottle and
$2.49 to $3.99 for the jugs, Four Monks Cleaning Vinegar is a
non-toxic cleaner consumers demand.

The makers of the Skippy brand have taken the big taste of
real Skippy peanut butter and put it into bite-size snacks with
new Skippy P.B. Bites. Portable and poppable, this new snack
is packed with double the peanut buttery goodness. Featuring
a crunchy center with a soft, non-sticky peanut butter coating, the product is the first in its category of peanut butter snacks
and offers moms an easy, quick and nutritious snack option to satisfy kids’ after-school hunger.
“We know consumers are looking for protein-rich snack options that are also quick and convenient to meet an on-the-go
lifestyle,” said Luis G. Marconi, vice president of grocery products marketing at Hormel Foods. “Continuing our commitment to
innovation and taking peanut butter beyond the jar, we are excited about Skippy P.B. Bites – an easy, satisfying peanut buttery
snack with no preparation or refrigeration required.”
Skippy P.B. Bites come in two delicious varieties – pretzel and double peanut butter – meeting both creamy and crunchy
snacking preferences. In line with snacking trends, Skippy P.B. Bites offer five grams of protein per serving, packing this portable snack with the boost of energy kids need in between meals.
“We recognize the growing demand for single-portion, portable snacks and the role that peanut butter plays in the snacking
world,” said Michael J. Guanella, senior brand manager at Hormel Foods. “As a convenient, fun and nutritious snack option,
Skippy P.B. Bites were created to meet this demand and satisfy the snacking needs of peanut butter-loving consumers, anywhere, anytime.”
To help spread the word about the good-hearted fun that enjoying peanut butter brings to everyday moments, Hormel Foods,
the makers of Skippy P.B. Bites, has launched a national marketing campaign. The campaign includes TV, digital and earned
media components.
Skippy P.B. Bites are available nationwide in the peanut butter aisle, with a suggested retail price of $2.89 - $3.19.

m Wish-Bone Innovates With Launch of Two Platforms

E.V.O.O. and Ristorante Italiano Salad Dressings
Wish-Bone, the number-one Italian
salad dressing brand in America, is
launching two exciting new product
lines.
n WISH-BONE E.V.O.O. DRESSINGS
combine the goodness of extra virgin olive oil with Wish-Bone’s signature blend of vinegars and spices.
n WISH-BONE RISTORANTE ITALIANO DRESSINGS showcase varieties
inspired by the most popular flavors
served at leading Italian restaurants.
“We want to make high-quality
ingredients and gourmet flavors
available and affordable in the mainstream salad dressings category,”
said Mark Schiller, EVP and President, Pinnacle Foods, manufacturer
of Wish-Bone dressings. “Consumers are looking to make the best
salads, and having the best salad

dressings made with the best ingredients helps them achieve that.”
n WISH-BONE E.V.O.O.: Created from
chef inspired pairings, Wish-Bone
E.V.O.O. features a higher amount
of extra virgin olive oil than most
mainstream dressings. Chefs and
food lovers everywhere seek out
extra virgin olive oil because of its
extremely high quality. E.V.O.O.
comes from the first pressing of
olives, picked at the peak of ripeness to capture maximum flavor.
This makes these dressings a great
choice to enhance any salad, marinade or recipe.
Wish-Bone E.V.O.O. comes in five
unique varieties, developed through
culinary research and consumer exploration: Garlic Basil Italian, Roasted
Red Pepper, Lemon Herb, Sundried

Tomato, and Caesar Vinaigrette.
n WISH-BONE RISTORANTE ITALIANO: Wish-Bone Ristorante Italiano
expands on Wish-Bone’s long history
of making great-tasting Italian dressings. These restaurant-inspired
dressings combine Wish-Bone’s
restaurant heritage with full-flavored
ingredients for an at-home indulgent
dining experience with unique combinations of artisan cheeses, herbs
and oils. Wish-Bone Ristorante Italiano allows consumers to bring restaurant flavors home to enjoy with
their favorite salads and recipes.
Ristorante Italiano comes in four
varieties inspired by popular restaurant
flavors, and created by Wish-Bone
chefs: Signature Italian, Creamy Peppercorn Caesar, Garlic Parmesan Vinaigrette, and Roasted Garlic Balsamic.

m Just For Kids

Love Grown Foods Enters Kids Cereal Category
With New Wheat and Corn-Free Options
Love Grown, maker of nutrient-dense breakfast foods,
proudly has introduced a special line of cereals made just for
kids. With the same high-quality goodness you’ve come to
expect from Love Grown, the new line brings one of the only
corn-free and wheat-free options to the kid’s cereal market
in exciting shapes, delicious new flavors, and bright and colorful packaging. The three new cereals – Chocolate Comet
Crispies, Fruity Sea Stars, and Blueberry Vanilla Polar Puffs
– are powerfully nutritious and made from a combination of
navy, lentil, and garbanzo beans.
Addressing the growing need for a wheat-free and cornfree cereal that was still nutritionally dense, Love Grown introduced the first option to the market with its Power O’s in 2014.
The same bean blend has been extended to the new kid’s line, which comes in fun shapes, colors, and specific flavors to satisfy the picky palates of young eaters. Providing a natural boost in the morning, the Comet Crispies, Sea Stars, and Polar Puffs
are lower in sugar and higher in protein compared to other competing kids’ cereals, and are also Non-GMO Project verification
pending and gluten-free certification pending.
“At the core of the Love Grown brand is the commitment to children’s health education, so adding special cereals just for
kids into our line of better-for-you breakfast foods was a natural fit,” said Maddy Hasulak, Founder and Chief Love Officer of
Love Grown. “We are ecstatic to launch a kid’s cereal that comes in bright and colorful packaging—similar to the conventional, junky cereals, but one that parents can actually feel good about feeding to their kids.”
Love Grown’s line of kid’s cereals are now available nationwide.
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Produce

m Vidalia Onion Committee Names

Grower of the Year and Hall of Fame Recipient at Annual Banquet
The Vidalia Onion Committee
(VOC) hosted its annual awards
banquet on February 6 at the
Hawks Point Golf Club in Vidalia,
Georgia. Jason Herndon from
L.G. Herndon Jr Farms Inc. was
named grower of the year and J.
Scott Angle, former Dean of the
University of Georgia’s College of
Agricultural and Environmental
Sciences was inducted to the Hall
of Fame. Georgia Department of
Agriculture’s Commissioner Gary
Black also spoke at the event.
Each year, the Vidalia Onion
Committee selects a grower or
overall farm of the year to recognize overall achievement and
success as a producer of Vidalia
Onions with an emphasis on quality production and compliance
with the Marketing Order.
The 2015 Grower of the Year
was awarded to Jason Herndon
from L.G. Herndon Jr Farms Inc. A
family owned and operated business, L.G. Herndon Jr Farms Inc.
has been in business for over 30
years and now averages 500 acres
of Vidalia Onions each year. Jason
manages the farm for his uncle,
“Bo” Herndon Jr. who was named
grower of the year in 2008.
J. Scott Angle was Dean and
Director of the University of Georgia’s College of Agricultural and
Environmental Sciences for the
past decade. Angle oversaw a

m HALL OF FAME - J. Scott Angle, former Dean of the University of Georgia’s
College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences was inducted to the Hall
of Fame.

m FRED STOKES – featured speaker
at the VOC Annual Awards Banquet.

period of significant growth in the
college’s instruction, research
and outreach. He recruited several nationally and internationally
recognized researchers to help
broaden the scope and impact of
the college’s research.
The awards were presented by
Vidalia Onion Committee Director Susan A. Waters and Vidalia
Onion Business Council Director
Bob Stafford. Waters stated, “It
was a great honor to present the
Grower of the Year Award to Jason
Herndon who has served as Vice
Chair and Chairman of the Committee. We also wanted to rec-

ognize Scott Angles’ contribution
to the Vidalia industry especially
since the University of Georgia has
played a key role in providing critical crop research and helping the
industry to improve the flavor of
our premium sweet onions.”
In keeping with Super Bowl
weekend, “Team Vidalia” was the
theme of the banquet this year and
for the first time, the VOC hosted
an inspirational speaker. Raised
in Vidalia, Fred Stokes is a former
American football defensive end
who played ten seasons in the National Football League. He played
professionally for the Los Angeles
Rams, St. Louis Rams, Washington
Redskins and New Orleans Saints.
Stokes played in Super Bowl XXVI
with the 1991 Washington Redskins against the Buffalo Bills.

Red is the New Color of St. Patrick’s Day
Black Gold Farms
Keeps the Party Going
Black Gold Farms is enlightening retailers that this year, red is
the new color of St. Patrick’s Day!
While the color green may be synonymous with the holiday, red potatoes are already part of everyone’s
St. Patrick’s Day feast – regardless
if they’re Irish or not. The sales
numbers show it – red potato volume is 40% greater in March than
the average of other months during
1H (Nielsen FreshFacts data, 2015).
The only thing that could make
red potato sales even stronger in
March is to make St. Patrick’s celebrations last longer than the holiday
hangover. That is just what Black
Gold Farms is going to do… by
promoting red potatoes as the lucky
charm for turning leftovers into a
week of great meals! “We will help
retailers to tantalize their shoppers – and drive greater red potato
purchases – with delicious Corned
Beef & Red Potato Hash leftovers
that can be turned into Top O’ The

Mornin’ Muffins or O’Leary’s Leftover pizza and even Irish egg rolls”
said Don Ladhoff, Director of Fresh
Marketing & Sales for Black Gold
Farms. “Even better, by encouraging shoppers to enjoy more St. Patrick’s Day-themed leftovers, we will
help retailers not only move more
red potatoes, but also to sell more
of other produce categories such as
cabbage, carrots and onions.”
For a limited time, Black Gold
Farms will be packaging their quality red potatoes in custom 5lb. poly

bags that urge shoppers to “make
magic this St. Patrick’s Day” and
highlight a recipe for Corned Beef
and Red Potato Hash on the package back. Retailers can drive even
bigger sales by merchandising red
potatoes using promotional materials including attention-grabbing
iron man posters that showcase
three different leftover recipes, as
well as shelf talkers and special
Kwik Lok tags that encourage shoppers to “see how red potatoes turn
leftovers into great meals”. Pallet
bin displays are also available, and
social media efforts will bring even
more awareness of red being the
new color of St. Patrick’s Day.
Black Gold Farms grows and
packs red potatoes for several retail customers using retailer-label
packaging; the merchandising materials, Kwik Lok tags and pallet bin
displays will also be made available
to these accounts. Contact Black
Gold Farms for more information
or to discuss other ways they can
turn red potato sales into your own
“pot of gold” during March. Erin Go
Bragh!

After his retirement from football, Stokes wrote an autobiography, “The Bridge That Brought
Me Over.” In 2007, he established

m 2015 GROWER OF THE YEAR
AWARD was presented to Jason Herndon from L.G. Herndon Jr Farms Inc.

Fred Stokes Foods and has been
working with the VOC to implement a new Vidalia sausage product at retail.

Opa by Litehouse
Pours on the Flavor
Litehouse Foods, the industry leader in the Refrigerated
Salad Dressing (RSD) category, is expanding its highly
successful OPA by Litehouse
Greek Yogurt Dressing line
to include the industry’s first
pourable Greek yogurt-based
dressing. OPA by Litehouse
Pourable Salad Dressings
provide consumers even
more ways to lighten up meals with delicious, low calorie, higher protein
dressing. The dressings come in convenient pourable glass bottles and are
available in five flavors: Tzatziki Ranch, Avocado Cilantro, Strawberry Poppyseed, Roasted Garlic, and Curry.
Since launching in 2013 OPA by Litehouse remains the category leader
and has 91% percent share of the Greek RSD market. The innovative OPA by
Litehouse dressing has received numerous industry awards including being
named Salad Dressing of the Year by the ADS. Litehouse Foods’ new flavors
and convenient packaging capitalize on the growth of pourables and yogurt
dressings which have more than double the market share of non-yogurt
dressings.
“We have had incredible retail and consumer response to the OPA by
Litehouse line and are proud to be the category leader and innovator,” said
Alison Kellogg, Brand Manager. “Our new flavors reflect consumer desire for
international spice and flavors and our new bottles offer a convenient way to
pour on the flavor.”
OPA by Litehouse Pourable Salad Dressings are big in flavor and low in
calories. The dressings meet the needs of health-conscious consumers and
contain zero trans fat, no MSG, no artificial preservatives, no high-fructose
corn syrup and are gluten-free. Made fresh with high-quality ingredients, the
dressings are available in five new savory flavors:
n AVOCADO CILANTRO: A creamy combination of avocado and cotija
cheese, blended with fresh cilantro and topped off with a spicy kick of
poblano chiles.
n TZATZIKI RANCH: A refreshing option with tastes of cucumber and dill for
Mediterranean food lovers.
n ROASTED GARLIC: Bursting with flavor, Roasted Garlic will zest up salads, sides or meals.
n CURRY: An Indian-inspired combination of garlic, green onion and red
pepper.
n STRAWBERRY POPPYSEED: A delightfully sweet combination of strawberries and poppy seeds.
The new flavors are being sold in the refrigerated produce department
at grocery retailers nationwide for a suggested retail price of $4.49 per
11.25-ounce glass jar.
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m Guest Editorial

m For 9th Consecutive Year

D’Artagnan’s Commitment to
Excellence & Trandsparent Labeling

Certified Angus Beef Brand
Achieves Record Sales

By: Ariane Daguin, Founder & CEO
As health conscious consumers increasingly look for foods that can be
traced from farm to plate, smart retailers are following suit by offering a wider
range of clean label products in the hopes
of building consumer confidence, loyalty and ultimately, profits.
It’s important, however, to do
more than just jump on the bandwagon
and stock shelves with products featuring buzzword-laden labels designed to catch consumers’ eyes and wallets. Conscious
consumption starts with responsible, humane production and
purposeful promotion at the retail level.
Take the meat industry, for example. 2015 brought robust
discussion around the importance of healthy, humane production of poultry and placed a spotlight on vague terms
such as “all natural”, “minimally processed” and “antibioticfree.” When standing in the aisle, most consumers don’t know
how to decipher the claims appearing on product labels and in turn, select products without fully understanding
where the animal came from, how it was processed and what additives were included.
With a 30 year history of producing all-natural, antibiotic and hormone-free poultry, beef, pork and game,
D’Artagnan has found that a passion for truth in labeling resonates deeply with consumers. The partners with
farmers who share a commitment to the highest standards in raising animals humanely and built a brand by
working with chefs who seek out pure, healthy ingredients full of true flavor. To help consumers navigate the meat
aisle and make informed decisions, D’Artagnan’s labels go above and beyond what is required by the USDA – providing clear, detailed information on production and processing methods.
As Americans increasingly look to purchase the best meat for their plates, retailers can work to improve customer relations and their bottom line by rising above industry standards. In addition to placing healthier options in
the meat aisle (as opposed to the specialty section), there is an opportunity for retailers and staff to help educate
consumers about basic labeling terms and what differentiates one brand from the next so that consumers may
make informed decisions about what they ultimately put in their shopping carts.

Wins Super Saver Smokehouse Challenge
When Jackie Webster of Omaha,
NE thought about entering the Super
Saver Smokehouse Challenge, she
asked herself a question, “Why can’t
they make something that tastes like
a steak but doesn’t cost as much?”
She ran with that thought and entered “Jackie’s Peppered Steak” in
the Smokehouse Challenge. Her entry made the final five, and the Super Saver Smokehouse team took it
from there. Customers selected the
winner by purchasing more “Jackie’s
Peppered Steak” bratwurst than any
of the other final flavors.
Webster won a total of $150 in
Super Saver gift cards, but for her,
the best prize may be a bratwurst
that “tastes like what I thought it
should.” She says she and a group
of friends grilled some “Jackie’s
Peppered Steak” brats over an open
fire. “They even smell like steak
when you cook them,” she said.
Super Saver’s award-winning
sausage maker, Smokin’ Bob
Voss, says the winning sausage
is pretty simple. The ingredients

m SMOKEHOUSE CHALLENGE WINNER Jackie Webster pictured with Smokin’
Bob Voss.

include coarse ground beef chuck
tenders and a blend of salt, pepper and garlic seasoning. Other
finalists in the contest required
more exotic ingredients such as
flavored coffee syrups and pie filling. Voss says the Smokehouse
Challenge gave the Smokehouse
team a chance to get creative.

“We did this because we can,”
said Voss. “We have the ability and
desire to create unique flavors at our
in-store smokehouses. For us it’s a
labor of love.”
As the winning Smokehouse Challenge flavor, “Jackie’s Peppered
Steak” bratwurst is available in all
Super Saver stores.

Certified Angus Beef LLC reported record sales of its signature Certified Angus Beef brand for the ninth consecutive year, marketing 896
million pounds of product in fiscal 2015, ending Sept. 30. It’s also the
11th straight time the brand’s network of more than 17,500 licensed
partners achieved year-over-year growth. The 1.6 percent increase
represented an additional 14 million pounds of product.
“In spite of tight supplies and record high prices for a big part of the
year, these results continue to drive home the fact that consumers’
purchasing decisions are not based on price alone,” said brand president John Stika. “Rather, it is a price-value decision that they make.
Especially as food costs rise, consumers are willing to pay a slight premium for brands that deliver consistently higher quality.”
Three of the brand’s five best sales months in its 37-year history
– August, July and May – were in fiscal 2015, each exceeding 80 million pounds and reflecting a promotional focus by licensed partners
during summer grilling season. For eight months in fiscal 2015, sales
exceeded those for the same month in fiscal 2014.
Sales of premium steak items (middle meats) totaled 206 million
pounds, while sales of end meats grew by more than 14.5 million
pounds. Ground beef sales increased 3.5 percent, illustrating the enduring appeal of premium burgers and ground beef’s versatility and
convenience in home-cooked meals.
The brand’s Prime extension grew by nearly 2 percent, to achieve
its highest level of sales since it was introduced in 2000. The brand’s
Natural line also saw steady growth of 1.4 percent.
Foodservice partners blazed the trail for growth with a sixth
consecutive year of divisional record sales. In fiscal 2015, foodservice sales totaled 330 million pounds – a 10.6 percent increase.
Nearly two-thirds of licensed foodservice distributors purchased
more branded product than they had a year ago, demonstrating the
brand’s ever-growing relevance to chefs, restaurateurs and patrons.
Quality-focused retailers continued to represent the largest portion of brand sales: 41 percent, totaling 367 million pounds sold to
shoppers. Grocery partners featuring items in its circulars, helping
answer the “what’s for dinner” dilemma, enjoyed the most sales.
Brand partners in 52 countries tied its record, set last year, by
matching the 120 million pounds sold. Licensed partners in Mexico,
the Middle East and Central and South America, in particular, demonstrated notable success in marketing the brand’s premium beef to
discerning restaurant and retail customers.
Marinated fajitas, marinated tri-tips and precooked pot roast were
key items driving growth of branded value-added products to its
second highest level in the brand’s history. With sales of 23.5 million pounds, an increase of 6.5 percent over last year, processors
responded to growing demand for high-quality convenience meals
for both foodservice and retail customers.
The family farmers and ranchers raising quality Angus beef that
meet the brand’s 10 exacting standards are its foundation; their
efforts enable licensed processors, retailers and restaurants to continue meeting consumers’ growing demand.
A variety of factors, including a historically small total U.S. cowherd, caused the number of Angus cattle to decline more than 8
percent this year. However, thanks to an overall, higher-quality herd,
the supply was there to accommodate record brand sales. In fact,
ranchers achieved a record-high acceptance rate (cattle meeting
all of the brand’s standards) of 27.5 percent, which translated to an
additional quarter-million cattle qualifying for the brand, or an additional 64 million pounds of branded product available.
“That kind of improvement doesn’t happen by chance,” said Stika.
“It’s a reflection of the efforts of the entire community who intentionally focus on targeting the Certified Angus Beef ® brand for the
past several years based on the economic signals that have come
from the consumer. Our brand continues to help those who raise
Angus cattle preserve a life they’re passionate about, and we remain committed to helping ranchers sustain what they have built for
the next generation.”

Applegate Farms Announces Leadership Changes for 2016
Applegate, the nation’s leading natural and organic
meat brand, announced that Chief Executive Officer
Kerry Collins will transition to the role of CEO emeritus, and Chief Operating Officer Steven J. Lykken will
assume the position of President. Applegate Farms,
LLC (Applegate) is a stand-alone subsidiary of Hormel
Foods Corporation.
“Both Kerry and Steve played key roles in ensuring
a smooth transition of Applegate into a stand-alone
subsidiary of Hormel Foods Corporation,” said Thomas
R. Day, group vice president of Refrigerated Foods at
Hormel Foods. “Kerry’s leadership was essential in
preserving the core of Applegate’s vision of ‘Changing
the Meat We Eat,’ and we look forward to her continuing counsel as CEO emeritus. Steve brings with him
a wealth of knowledge and experience that will help
Applegate continue to grow and expand in the natural
and organic food space.”
Collins joined Applegate in 2011 as vice president
of finance. She led key efforts in information tech-

m KERRY COLLINS

m STEVEN J. LYKKEN

nology and supply chain management and quickly
rose through the ranks to chief financial and operating officer. Collins was named chief executive
officer of Applegate in 2014. She shepherded the
acquisition of Applegate by Hormel Foods in 2015.
In addition to her CEO emeritus role, Collins also
will be a member of the Applegate Advisory Board,
a group charged with continuing Applegate’s vision
of “Changing the Meat We Eat.”
Lykken became chief operating officer of Applegate
in August 2015. He is a 24-year veteran of Hormel
Foods Corporation, most recently as the senior vice
president of supply chain at Jennie-O Turkey Store.
He began his career at Hormel Foods in 1992 as a
Grocery Products sales representative in Salt Lake
City, Utah. From 1996 to 2002, Lykken led teams in
trade management and marketing at the Hormel Foods
Corporate office in Austin, Minn. He was moved to the
Jennie-O Turkey Store as senior vice president of the
retail division in 2003.
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On the Promotional front

12
House Foods Teams Up with Kung Fu Panda 3

House Foods, a premium tofu purveyor has announced a collaboration with DreamWorks Animation
for its new movie, Kung Fu Panda 3. The strategic
alliance allows House Foods to feature the Kung Fu
Panda 3 characters in promotion of its tofu product
line as well as limited time inclusion on packaging.
This is not the first time House Foods has worked
with DreamWorks Animation; past similar collaborations include How To Train Your Dragon 2, The
Croods, Madagascar 3: Europe’s Most Wanted and
Kung Fu Panda 2. House Foods’ Kung Fu Panda 3
campaign will run until February 28.
Kung Fu Panda 3 is the exciting third chapter of the fun Kun Fu Panda trilogy. When Po’s long-lost panda father
suddenly reappears, the reunited duo travels to a secret panda paradise to meet scores of hilarious new panda
characters. But when the supernatural villain Kai begins to sweep across China defeating all the kung fu masters,
Po must do the impossible-learn to train a village full of his fun-loving, clumsy brethren to become the ultimate
band of Kung Fu Pandas.

m PERKY JERKY’S Jerkman hits the slopes in Aspen, CO

Perky Jerky and Aspen Snowmass Team Up
Perky Jerky, the popular jerky, and Aspen Snowmass, owner/operator of Aspen Mountain, Aspen
Highlands, Buttermilk, and Snowmass, have entered
a multi-year event partnership. The collaboration will
place Perky Jerky throughout the world-class resort,
including: on-mountain, at the base at each of Aspen
Snowmass’ four mountains and in resort restaurants
and company-owned rental/retail locations.
“As a Colorado native, Aspen has long been my favorite ski resort, making this partnership the culmination of a lifelong dream,” said Brian Levin, Chairman of
the Herd, Perky Jerky. “Aspen is the only place where
you can reach A-listers, titans of industry, and the best
outdoor sports enthusiasts all in one place.”

Perky Jerky is pulling out all the stops. The brand
will have their world-class sampling and event-marketing engine in play throughout the season, including
“Jerkman,” the human sampling machine, making it
rain Perky Jerky on the ski hill. The brand will also
have their restored 1967 Airstream trailer and retro
“Jerkmobile,” a 1974 Ford Bronco to provide Aspen
visitors and residents with samples and giveaways of
the Best-Tasting Jerky on Earth.
“Perky Jerky personifies quality and is a cool, creative, and authentic brand,” said Zach Crittenden,
Strategic Alliances Manager at Aspen Snowmass.
“We’re excited to work together with a fun brand on a
variety of events.”

Aaron Lane Sings His Wayto Shop’n
Save Jingle Contest Win
Local grocery retailer Shop ’n
Save announced that O’Fallon
resident Aaron Lane has been
selected as the grand-prize winner of the Shop ’n Save Jingle
Contest, earning him a $1,000
Shop ’n Save gift card and
bragging rights. Lane’s winning
version of the jingle, “The more
you shop, the more you save at
Shop ’n Save,” features him on
acoustic guitar singing a country
rendition of the song.
Lane’s version of the jingle
will be featured in a local radio
spot. In addition, Lane headlined an event on January 15, at
the O’Fallon Highway K Shop ’n
Save store where he received
his prize, performed his jingle
live and lead a sing-along.  
Lane, who grew up in Wentzville and was born with a
genetic eye condition called
Stargardt’s disease causing
him to lose his vision, is no
stranger to music. Outside of
work, in his spare time Lane
writes music and performs with
his uncle in a band called Ozark
Revival. Together, they perform
both original music, as well as

m SHOP ’N SAVE JINGLE CONTEST Tim Watts, Vice President of Merchandising, Sales and Marketing (left) presents Aaron Lane, winner a check
for his jingle.

classic country and classic rock
covers. In 2012, they recorded
and released an album, “Hope
You’re Ready,” which is available on iTunes.
“My wife likes to enter contests, and I like music, so this
contest was a perfect fit for us,”
Lane said. “I played around with
the tune for a while, and then
we went out in our backyard at

home, and my wife filmed the
submission video of me singing
the Shop ’n Save jingle. I was
thrilled when I got the notice
that I had won.”
“Aaron’s video stood out for
its talent and creativity,” said
Chad Ferguson, interim president of Shop ’n Save. “It’s clear
he enjoys making music and
sharing his gift with others.”

A-B/NBA Announce Multiyear
Marketing Partnership Renewal
Anheuser-Busch and the National Basketball Association (NBA) have
announced a four-year extension of their long-term marketing partnership,
which began in 1998.
Anheuser-Busch will continue as the Official Beer Partner of the NBA,
Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) and NBA Development
League (NBA D-League). As part of the agreement, Anheuser-Busch will
also expand its marketing partnership to include USA Basketball and the
league’s Hispanic marketing initiative, Noches éne-bé-a.
For the first time, Anheuser-Busch and the league will work together
to produce an original digital content media series, designed to bring its
brand messages to life through basketball. These videos will appear on
NBA-owned properties and will be shared on Anheuser-Busch-owned
properties this season.
The partnership also includes enhanced packaging and marketing rights.
Anheuser-Busch can now feature select NBA and team logos collectively
on a national basis on cans, bottles and other packaging and in promotional campaigns, enabling its brands to better connect with the league’s
rapidly expanding national fan base.
A number of Anheuser-Busch’s flagship brands will activate as part of
this partnership. Starting this season, Budweiser and Bud Light will run
NBA marketing activations at the same time, with each brand owning
year-round platforms and different marquee league events, including NBA
All-Star, NBA Playoffs, The Finals, NBA Draft, and WNBA All-Star.
In addition to its league partnership, Anheuser-Busch will promote its
brands via the NBA’s broadcast partners and continue to engage fans
locally through its 22 team deals. Anheuser-Busch also has NBA partnerships in other regions, including a recently announced extension with Harbin Beer in China, and a new partnership in Brazil.

m Smeraldina

Natural Artesian Water
from Sardinia
Blows Competition out of the Water
Gayot, the proclaimed
guide to the good life,
named Smeraldina one of
the ‘Top 10 Bottled Waters’
after ranking liquid health
from around the globe.
Ranking fourth overall, the
premium bottled artesian
water for health-conscious
people was the top-rated
Italian water on the prestigious list.
According to Gayot, “It
must be in the water — at
least that’s one theory
for Sardinia’s unusually high concentration of
centenarians. The Italian
island has long been known for its healthy, happy residents, most of
whom were raised on the mineral-rich water bubbling just beneath the
surface. While a trip to Sardinia is out of the question for many, you can
discover the restorative powers of its springs at home with Acqua Smeraldina. Bottled at the source at Monte di Deu (the “Mountain of God”),
Smeraldina’s artesian water is naturally filtered through subterranean
granite rock, which imparts it with health-boosting trace elements and a
light, refreshing taste.”
Founded in 1985, Smeraldina is sourced from the beautiful island of
Sardinia, Italy. Found 1,000 feet under the granite depths of the Tempio
Pausania Mountains, the water is bottled directly at the source. With a
unique geographic location in the center of the Mediterranean, the water
is far from environmental pollutant and the entire filtration process is completely natural, lending Smeraldina to be one of the finest tasting natural
artesian waters in the world.
Proud to keep the family tradition alive, Mauro Solinas, CEO of Smeraldina and son of Giovanni Maria Solinas, founder of Smeraldina, said, “Our
water is a natural treasure, not only because it comes from one of the
islands of centenarians but it also offers a wealth of purity and wellbeing.”
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m Sunshine Nut Company

Micah Wightman Named Dir.
of Operations at Interactions

Providing Hope Through Cashews
Not many people walk around
an orphanage in Africa and say,
“Hey, that kid would be a great
employee some day!”
Meet Don Larson, founder of
Sunshine Nut Company. Three
years ago this high flying executive – literally high-flying as he
owned a hot air balloon – sold it
all and moved to Mozambique,
Africa. Larson was a former
food company executive at a
number of companies - the
most notable of which being
Hershey’s Chocolate.
It was through a cocoa purchasing trip that Don made his
first visit to Africa. In surveying
the cocoa yields he was confronted with striking poverty.
Children walking miles for water, living in huts, and unable
to attend school. Amidst what
seems like ‘unresolvable’ poverty, there seemed to be tremendous agricultural potential.
Realizing they could help, the
Larson family sold it all and
moved to Mozambique - the
former world leader in cashew
production. They purchased an
existing building and renovated
it to world class standards to
be the factory of Sunshine Nut
Company. They hired 30 young
men and women, the majority
of whom grew up as orphans or
vulnerable children.
“By locating near the orchards, we can go ‘tree to
pouch’ in a very short time. It
results in an incredibly fresh
cashew. Many cashews go
through middlemen and warehouses and can take up to one
or two years to make it to market. We are redefining the way a
fresh cashew should taste.”
“On our last trip to one of the
growing regions we met with
some supportive leaders of
the Mozambican government.
They asked us how much land
we needed as if there was no
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Interactions, the global leader in innovative retail services and experiential marketing for retailers and brands, has welcomed
Micah Wightman to the San Diego office as
Director of Operations.
In this role, Wightman will be responsible
for U.S. based field operations including sampling programs, special events,
intercepts, and mystery shopping. He will
report to Nicole LeMaire, Vice President of
Interactions.
Wightman recently re-located back to
San Diego from Japan. He has been with
Interactions for nearly 12 years working in
m MICAH WIGHTMAN
various roles.
LeMaire noted, “We are happy to have
Micah join our team at such an exciting time here at Interactions. Micah
has launched and operated large programs both domestically and internationally over the years, and brings the right experience to support our
growing business comprised of many customers throughout the U.S.”
In his new role, Wightman will be working with the Operations teams
based in San Diego supporting all Interactions Agency customers. He will
also support Business Development efforts to ensure smooth transitions to
the Operations account teams in San Diego and in the field.
“I am very excited to be working back in the San Diego office again,”
said Wightman. “I have worked with every division in Interactions except
the Agency, so I am especially excited to work more closely with the great
team that has been assembled here.”

m “Don’t buy our product out of pity for the poor because we’re doing
this in Africa. We want you to buy our product because it is a quality
product, sold at a fair price, that you enjoy eating.,” says Don Larson,
Sunshine Nut Company Founder, “We want to be a cashew brand – synonymous with hope, opportunity and transformation.”

limit to what we could have;
They’re so thrilled we are here.
When I told them we just need
an acre or two for each factory,
they were a bit stunned,” says
Don. “We want to work with the
farmers, not work them off their
land.”
“The plan is to build many
mini-factories where no one
else would. By locating in rural
areas, we can bring opportunity
right to the poorest growing
regions. Every mini-factory will
have an additional room that
serves as a community room
where we can offer medical
care, microfinance, educate
growers on best practices,
educational support for local
teachers, and provide other
hand-ups that promote growth
from within,” says Larson.
Each cashew requires hand
shelling and peeling. It is a labor
intensive project that can bring
employment to thousands if
done in-country. With 50 employees at their roasting plant,
they estimate to employ 1000
people to shell and peel, and
provide fair pricing to 50,000
smallholder farmers.
With the profits that Sunshine Nut Company earns they

aim to give 90% back - 30%
to the cashew growing communities, 30% to orphan care
centers, and 30% to create new
transformational food companies. Already the company
has planted 2,000 cashew
trees as gestures of kindness,
formed many partnerships with
children’s centers, and paired
orphans and a widow living together as a family in what they
are calling their first Sunshine
House. They plan to replicate
this family living opportunity to
more orphaned children.   
Don draws inspiration from
Milton Hershey, the philanthropist, and founder of Hershey’s - his former employer.
Outside the Milton Hershey
School, there is a quote “If we
had helped a hundred children
it would have all been worthwhile”. One of the hundreds of
children is Don’s father-in-law,
a 1956 graduate.
As for the giving kids graduating from children’s centers
dignity through a job one day
– that’s a serious goal that will
transform their lives for the
better. One that is being made
possible by all their fans and
supporters.

m SuperSeedz Becomes

#1 Premium Pumpkin
Seed Brand in the
Grocery Channel
SuperSeedz, the gourmet pumpkin seed brand from
Kathie’s Kitchen, announces it became the #1 Premium
Pumpkin Seed brand in 2015 and grew dollar volume
125%, faster than all other major pumpkin and sunflower
seed brands in the food channel, according to Information
Resources Inc.’s 52-week report ending November 29, 2015.
SuperSeedz experienced significant growth from securing new distribution and accelerated consumption. In addition to triple-digit growth, SuperSeedz was the recipient of several awards in 2015 including the Most Innovative
New Gourmet Product award from The National Confectioners Association in May, and was one of four brands featured in the Specialty Food Association’s Craft. Care. Joy. consumer ad campaign.
“It is so much fun to see SuperSeedz as one of the hot emerging natural snack brands,” says founder Kathie Pelliccio. “Who knew that my obsession for simple, natural ingredients would catch on with so many consumers. It is
very exciting to see consumers start to embrace healthy snacks.”
SuperSeedz was created by Kathie Pelliccio in her kitchen in 2003. She started with one flavor—Curry—to eat
as a healthy snack and salad topper. The product line now features nine flavors including the newest, award-winning Maple Sugar & Sea Salt. All varieties are non-GMO verified, cholesterol- and trans-fat free, vegan and allergen
friendly (gluten- free, peanut-free, tree nut-free, egg-free, dairy-free, fish-free, shellfish-free and mostly soy-free).

m TONNINO TUNA is a line of imported, gourmet tuna products. All Tonnino
brand products contain only the finest Yellowfin tuna, wild-caught in the
Eastern Pacific, Western Central Pacific and Indian Ocean and produced in
Costa Rica. The Tonnino Tuna brand is made by Alimentos Prosalud, an integrated fish processing organization based in Costa Rica.

Tonnino Tuna Selects
Trace Register’s Seafood
Traceability System
Trace Register, the
global leader in seafood traceability, has
announced its newest
client, Tonnino Tuna,
a line of imported
gourmet tuna products
available in a variety of
innovative flavors and
product presentations.
Seafood supply
chains are long and
complicated and generate massive amounts
of data. Companies
such as Tonnino Tuna
are now tracking vast
amounts of data using
traceability tools to
ensure their products
are authentic and sustainably produced.
“Consumers and
seafood buyers want
to have confidence that the fish they buy is authentic and high quality,”
states Phil Werdal, CEO of Trace Register. “Our technology offers visibility
into the food chain to assure buyers that what’s on the label is exactly
what they will receive.”
Tonnino Tuna selected Trace Register’s Traceability Plus (TR+) system
for its ability to ensure that suppliers meet designated environmental
standards and for its ability to connect directly with consumers using
handheld devices. With a smart phone or handheld device, consumers
and buyers can trace the origins and processing path taken by an individual jar of tuna.
“We produce a premium product and consumers want to know it is high
quality, dolphin-safe, wild caught and that it was sustainably produced,”
states Antonio Esquivel, country manager. “Previously, this information
was stored in paper-based systems, but Trace Register’s electronic traceability system makes it easy to share product information.”
“Tonnino Tuna is embracing traceability as a great business opportunity
to share the stories about the fisheries and the people who produce their
world-famous tuna,” states Werdal.

Gourmet tuna company
uses Trace Register’s digital
traceability system to avoid
species substitution, ensure
freshness, reduce waste, and
connect directly with datahungry consumers using
smartphone app
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Dairy&Deli
m Baileys Coffee Creamers
Launches

New Hazelnut
Caramel Blondie
Flavor
Baileys Coffee Creamers has announced the launch of
its new flavor for 2016, Hazelnut Caramel Blondie. The
new flavor from the line of premium non-alcoholic flavored coffee creamers blends two of the top four flavors
in the refrigerated flavored coffee creamer category, hazelnut and caramel, into one delicious flavor.
Hazelnut Caramel Blondie delivers a distinct, yet
smooth taste of hazelnut with the sweet, buttery notes
of caramel and brown sugar--reminiscent of the traditional beloved dessert bar. The new creamer will be
available at a variety of retailers nationwide for a limited
time in pint ($2.49 - $2.99 MSRP) and quart-sized
($3.49 - $3.99 MSRP).
“We are continually evaluating what’s new in consumer taste trends for Baileys Coffee Creamers flavor
innovation, and are excited to launch this unique new
flavor” said Lynne Bohan, spokesperson for HP Hood
LLC, licensee of non-alcoholic Baileys Coffee Creamers. “The creamy and delicious taste of Baileys Coffee
Creamers brings joy to your coffee and helps enrich your
daily endeavors.”

CleverFoodies’ Scramble Debuts
CleverFoodies is excited to pioneer an entirely new category to the dairy aisle with
the launch of Scramble, an innovative line of small-batch cooked mix of vegetables, herbs and
spices you just add to eggs. The category-creating new product recipe was specifically concocted to pair with eggs. Simply add Scramble to eggs for tasty, nutritious scrambles, omelets, and frittatas that are ready in minutes.
Scramble is available in three colorful, savory flavors: Leafy Greens, Rancheros and Mediterranean. With no more than 60 calories per serving, Scramble contains all-natural ingredients,
is gluten-free and does not have any sugar added.
“At CleverFoodies, our goal is to make fast, delicious, healthy meal-solutions,” said Warren Wilson, Jr., Co-Founder of CleverFoodies. “We created the Scramble recipe to pair
specifically with eggs. Foodies can easily add in our mix of flavorful vegetables, herbs and
spices to prepare nutritious, gourmet dishes, any time. There is no comparable product like
it on the market.”
Currently, Scramble can be found at more than 2,000 retailers nationwide, including all Publix and Price Chopper/Market 32 supermarkets, as well as many ShopRite locations. Scramble™ will also be available soon at Target and Stop and Shop. Each Scramble flavor retails
between $3.99 – $4.99, and shoppers can typically find it next to the eggs in dairy aisle.

m Limited Batch

Tribe Hummus Flavor
Makes for an Ideal
Dairy-Free Dip

Organic Valley Half
& Half Now in Two
Delicious New Flavors
French Vanilla and Hazelnut
Organic Valley plain Half & Half is well established as the
number one organic half & half in the U.S. Now the nation’s
largest farmer-owned organic cooperative is introducing two
new flavors to its Half & Half line-up: organic French Vanilla
and organic Hazelnut.
These products start with Organic Valley’s high quality, pasture-raised milk and cream. These are blended with organic,
fair trade cane sugar and French Vanilla and Hazelnut flavors.
Organic Valley Flavored Half & Half comes in a convenient
16-oz PET bottle with an easy-pour flip cap designed to fit
into the refrigerated conventional creamer set. These new
offerings give consumers the choice of a premium coffee accompaniment that is equal to their favorite coffee. Retailers
will be interested because:
n Organic Valley Flavored Half & Half is the one and only organic flavored half & half in the market.
n Organic Valley Flavored Half & Half contains just 7 grams
of sugar per serving , 30% less sugar per tablespoon than
Natural Bliss® and Simply Pure® creamers.
n Like all of Organic Valley’s products, Organic Valley Flavored Half & Half never contains antibiotics, GMOs, pesticides, or synthetic hormones.
The one and only organic flavored half & half will appeal
to anyone wanting to enhance their coffee experience with
great taste and premium quality – indulging themselves without compromising on ingredients.
“We know that people are seeking out great coffee these
days,” said Lewis Goldstein, Organic Valley’s Vice President
of Brand Marketing. “Why shouldn’t they have the very best
flavored half & half to go with it?”
Organic Valley Flavored Half & Half will be available on
shelves in March. SRP: $3.49

Tribe, the fast-growing hummus producer, has
launched its latest Limited Batch flavor, Ranch Hummus,
available nationwide.
The perfect dipping partner for all vegetables and
salty snacks, Tribe’s new Ranch Hummus blends the
popular taste of ranch with the creamy texture of traditional hummus to create a smooth, dairy-free dip that is
the perfect complement to any baby carrot, celery stalk,
broccoli top or pita chip.
“Ranch is America’s most popular salad dressing, and we’re
betting that it transitions nicely to a hummus flavor,” said Adam
Carr, CEO of Tribe. “Ranch has successfully moved from a salad
dressing to a dip, and that’s what inspired us to add it to the Tribe lineup. Exciting flavors continue to drive the market, and Ranch should certainly
excite our current hummus lovers and soon-to-be hummus lovers.”
Ranch is far and away the best-selling salad dressing, dwarfing the second-place contender, blue cheese, by a 2:1
margin. Tribe has been able to capture the creamy, herb-filled Ranch flavor in a dip that does not include any of the highcalorie dairy products traditionally found in ranch dressing, yet the hummus still features the rich buttermilk type flavor
people have come to love.
Tribe Ranch is the latest addition to the brand’s Limited Batch collection. The new flavor will be available on shelves
nationwide throughout the spring – and possibly longer given its reception by hummus lovers. The eight-ounce tub has a
suggested retail price of $3.49.

TruMoo Calcium Plus
Grab a straw because the drink you enjoyed as a kid is getting even more nutritious!
Dean Foods Company is introducing new TruMoo Calcium Plus low-fat chocolate milk to
its line of delicious dairy products. Like regular TruMoo, the nation’s leading ready-toserve refrigerated chocolate milk, TruMoo Calcium Plus milk contains no high fructose
corn syrup, no artificial growth hormones and no artificial sweeteners - and is made
with 50 percent more calcium per serving than regular low-fat white milk.
There are many other reasons to incorporate TruMoo Calcium Plus into your daily
regimen:
n CHOCOLATE MILK IS A NUTRIENT POWERHOUSE: TruMoo Calcium Plus provides
eight essential nutrients - potassium, protein, vitamins A, D, and B12, riboflavin and
phosphorus, and that extra boost of calcium.
n CHOCOLATE MILK HELPS BUILD BONE MASS: According to the National Institutes
of Health, bones increase in size and mass during periods of growth in childhood and
adolescence, reaching peak bone mass around age 30. The more bone you have at
the time of peak bone mass, the less likely you are to break a bone or develop osteoporosis later in life. Consuming foods and drinks rich in calcium, like TruMoo Calcium
Plus milk, can help build strong, healthy bones and, as part of a well-balanced diet,
may reduce the risk of osteoporosis.
nC
 HOCOLATE MILK IS A GREAT WORKOUT RECOVERY DRINK: Recent studies have
shown that, compared to juice, water or some sports drinks, low-fat chocolate milk’s
unique blend of carbohydrate and protein is ideal for replenishing tired muscles. Its
high water content replaces fluids and electrolytes that are lost during exercise. And
unlike water or most sports drinks, TruMoo Calcium Plus chocolate milk packs the additional benefit of calcium and includes a great balance of sodium and sugar - which
may help you stay hydrated longer and regain energy.
TruMoo Calcium Plus milk is available now in the dairy case at grocery and convenience stores nationwide in half gallon bottles with an SRP of $4.49.
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TAKE5, The Greatest Candy Bar
You’ve Never Heard Of

m Badia Spices

Hershey Relaunches the TAKE5
Brand with Help of Millennials

m BADIA SPICES’ Pepe Badia (left) pictured with NFL Hall of Famer Dan
Marino (right).

Olive Oil Sales Exceeds
its Initial Goal
Encourages
Consumers to “Go
the Extra Yard for
Those with Autism”

Since 2012 Badia Spices
has been inviting consumers
to join their efforts in support
of children and young adults
living with autism. Each year
from September 1st through December 31st, 5% of all Badia (1
LT) Extra Virgin Olive Oil sales
have benefited, The Dan Marino
Foundation. With tremendous
support from customers across
the world, Badia Spices has
once again exceeded its campaign goal for the “Go the Extra
Yard for Those with Autism
Campaign,” raising more than
$400,000 to date for The Dan
Marino Foundation and Marino
Campus.
For more than 24 years,
The Dan Marino Foundation
has been serving the autism
community through unique,
impactful initiatives, like Marino
Campus – a post-secondary
educational opportunity for
young adults with developmental disabilities, ages 18-28. The
Campus, which opened in 2014,
was the logical next step in
furthering the Foundation’s mis-
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sion of “empowering individuals
with autism and other developmental disabilities.”
Badia Extra Virgin Olive Oil
has a rich nutty flavor with
delicate notes of fruitiness. The
Olive Oil is made from the first
cold press of Manzanilla, Arbequina, Lechin and Picual olives.
Aside from all the attributed
health benefits of olive oil, it is
bottled with the promise of full
aroma, freshness, rich flavor.
“Badia Spices is proud to
partner with The Dan Marino Foundation,” said Joseph
“Pepé” Badia, President of
Badia Spices. “This partnership enables us to support the
Foundation and Marino Campus, in providing state of the
art programing and services for
children, teens and young adults
with autism and other developmental disabilities on their path
to independence.”
“We are continually grateful
for the friendship and support of
Pepé Badia. It is a privilege for
all of us at the Foundation to be
a part of the Badia Spices family, stated Dan Marino, Chairman
of The Dan Marino Foundation.
I hope Badia Spices and their
customers realize the significant
impact they have in changing
the lives of the young people we
serve.”

Megan Newcomb Named Manager
of Fitchburg Circle K Mobil Location
VERC Enterprises, a leading convenience
store and Mobil/Gulf gasoline operator
with locations throughout Eastern Massachusetts and New Hampshire, announced
that Megan Newcomb of Fitchburg, Massachusetts has been named Manager of
the VERC Fitchburg Circle K Mobil, located
at 129 Whalon Street.
Newcomb has been with VERC for nearly
four years, starting as an Associate in the
Fitchburg location, then moving up to Assistant Manager.
She has seven years of experience in the m MEGAN NEWCOMB
retail industry and prior to joining VERC
Enterprises was a Residential Counselor at
Glenhaven Academy in Marlboro, Massachusetts.
Newcomb lives in Fitchburg with her husband and their daughter.

For those in the know, the greatest candy bar is no
secret. The TAKE5 brand has developed a cult-like
following that’s driven the bar’s 10 percent growth
over the last three years even without any marketing
support. Now, The
Hershey Company
is relaunching the
TAKE5 Bar with the
help and ideas of
millennials.
What’s the secret
to the TAKE5 Bar?
It’s the layered combination of five classic ingredients – pretzel, caramel, peanut butter and
peanuts, all enrobed in rich milk chocolate – that create the perfect salty-sweet, chewy-crunchy remixed
snack. The bar is tailor-made for the new generation.
“We recognized the evolving millennial tastes and
their need for on-the-go eating occasions,” said Chris
Kinnard, TAKE5 brand manager. “They’re flavor explorers and adventurous when it comes to food. They’re
looking for an experience, and the TAKE5 Bar’s multiple
flavors and textures allow them to have it all.”

Knowing millennials covet authenticity and cocreation, Hershey and the TAKE5 brand partnered with
them to help relaunch the bar. Marketing students,
and months of engagement with a special panel made
exclusively of diverse millennial-aged students, helped
spark the big idea behind the new TAKE5 brand look
and feel. The new wrapper, hitting shelves and online
now, includes a textured black background with a
bold, green logo
co-designed by the
group. With each of
the five key ingredients distinctly deconstructed on the
wrapper, the new
package has the
taste-appeal and
transparency this
group of consumers seeks out in the candy aisle.
“It’s important to millennials that they recognize
hat’s in the bar,” said Kinnard. “In addition to the
unique co-creation, the wrapper highlights all five ingredients in every bite.”
The new wrapper and identity is just the beginning,
The TAKE5 brand is gearing up for an exciting 2016
by connecting with loyalists and new fans through live
engagements, social campaigns, and brand ambassadors.
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m Califia Farms Develops
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m The American Grocery Shopper:

Innovative Vegan Alternative to Half & Half
No Sugar,
Low-Calorie
Califia Farms, one of the fastest
growing natural beverage companies in the United States, has
launched Better Half Creamer, an
innovative nut-based alternative
to Half & Half, along with a reformulation of its line of Almondmilk
Creamers. Both Creamer lines
include unsweetened versions to
meet the needs of the evolving
American palette that prefers less
sugar (both have 0g of sugar).
“Seventy-two percent of coffeedrinkers take some form of cream
with their coffee – but until now
their Half & Half choices were
limited to high-fat dairy versions or
sugar – and soy-laden non-dairy
versions. With Better Half, we are
offering a nut-based, healthful
alternative – one that combines
coconut and almond cream to be
creamy and rich without excess
sugars or ‘bad-for-you’ oils,” said
Greg Steltenpohl, CEO of Califia
Farms.
Better Half Creamer comes in
Original and Unsweetened and
delivers a low-calorie (20 and 15,
respectively), non-dairy, non-soy,
non-chemical alternative to this
indulgence with no skimping on
flavor or creaminess – and is free
from unnecessary ingredients
and excess sugars. Better Half is

Short on Time, Long on
Dedication to Deal Finding
initially available as a Whole Foods
Market Test through summer 2016
and then will be available at retailers nationwide.
Califia’s Almondmilk Creamers
and Better Half are the natural
extension of Califia Farms’ premiumization of the dairy case and
are part of its coffee ecosystem,
which is designed to deliver the
ultimate in dairy-free personalization. They represent the ultimate
upgrade in a category that has
steadily ignored the needs of today’s consumers.
Traditional non-dairy creamers
are laden with hydrogenated oils

and artificial chemicals – things
that don’t appeal to today’s healthconscious consumers. Califia’s
creamy Coffee Creamers are made
with nut creams versus ‘bad-foryou’ oils and are delicious while
being free from dairy, soy, GMOs,
gluten, trans-fat, carrageenan
and excess sugars. All Califia
Farms’ Creamers have now been
formulated with coconut cream to
improve whitening – making a cup
of coffee looks just as good as it
tastes without titanium dioxide, a
chemical frequently used by other
non-dairy creamers to create a
whitening effect.

The East India Company Launches Fine Foods
Range in Select Neiman Marcus Stores
The Perfect Paring
of Global Delicacies
and Luxury Retail
Shopping
The East India Company will be
taking customers at select Neiman
Marcus stores throughout the U.S.
on a journey of epicurean delight
as it launches an indulgent range
of evocative teas and fine foods.
The new collection will include
carefully selected signature tea
caddies, artisan sweet and savory
biscuits and chocolate enrobed
fruit and nuts – all available in
elegant packaging that evokes
a quintessentially British flavor.
Sweet and Savory biscuits are
priced at $11 for 4.5oz; Chocolate
enrobed fruits and nuts are priced
at $18 for 6oz; signature tea caddies are priced at $20 for 4.38 oz.
The East India Company made
a wide range of elusive and exotic
ingredients familiar, affordable and
available to the world. Today they
continue to develop innovative products that breathe life into the history
of the Company. They trade foods
crafted by artisans and specialists
from around the world, with carefully
sourced ingredients, unique recipes
and distinguished provenances.
Lorraine Jamieson, Head of
Wholesale for The East India Company says: “We are excited to be
partnering with luxury retailer Neiman Marcus in our expansion into

American grocery shoppers are strapped for time yet willing to work for
the very best value, according to new research from Blackhawk Engagement Solutions. The new shopper data shows that consumers are well
prepared, and arrive at the grocery store knowing exactly what they’re
going to buy, and most importantly, why (value).
“Brands can no longer take grocery customers for granted. Price sensitivity, customer time deficiency, and instant access to promotions and
product information are putting greater pressure on retail and product
companies to shift with consumer demands,” said Rodney Mason, GVP of
Marketing at Blackhawk Engagement Solutions, an international incentives
and engagement company.
Blackhawk Engagement Solutions’ “How Grocery Shoppers Shop: Changing Trends in Grocery Shopping” report summarizes the findings from two
distinct studies: the first was a study conducted in September 2015 that
surveyed more than 1,500 Americans and focused on how they shop for
groceries. The second surveyed more than 2,500 Americans in October
2015 about their use of shopping apps. Together, these surveys identified
grocery shopping path-to-purchase behaviors. Key findings include:
n It’s about the bottom line: When asked to rank the factors in selecting a
grocery store by order of importance, shoppers placed the convenience of
location behind the attraction of price: 70 percent said price was the leading factor, 59 percent said products/brands I specifically need, 48 percent
said store location and 31 percent said faster checkout. Additionally, 60
percent of shoppers report being loyal to a particular grocery store.
nG
 rocery shoppers do their money-saving homework: Fifty-eight percent
of shoppers actively look for deals and promotions before going to the
grocery store; 68 percent belong to at least two grocery store loyalty
programs; 68 percent always use deals, promotions and coupons on
grocery store items, and the rest do sometimes.
nC
 onsumers aren’t always brand loyal: Ninety one percent of shoppers
believe store brands are a great value, and 72 percent believe store
brands are the same quality as national brands. Only half (52 percent)
of shoppers report buying brand-name products always or in certain
categories.
nC
 onsumers prefer larger values from rebates: Shoppers don’t mind
jumping through a hoop for bigger savings. By a large margin, the majority prefer richer rebate rewards over instant discounts for single-item
purchases across all grocery store departments, including gift cards,
cooking and baking supplies, cleaning supplies, pet supplies, baby supplies, paper products, meat and deli items and more.
n S hoppers embrace grocery store apps, not third-party shopping apps:
Consumers are becoming increasingly more comfortable using apps for
grocery shopping; the top used apps are: Amazon (71 percent), grocery
store apps (28 percent), Walmart (26 percent) and Target (25 percent).
Third-party savings apps are not used much, with use in the low single
digits for the grocery channel.

Walkers Shortbread Debuts Two
New Gluten Free Portion Packs
m EAST INDIA COMPANY PRODUCTS on display in the Ala Moana Neiman
Marcus in Honolulu, HI. They had a complete sell-thru for the holiday season

the US market, bringing our premium fine food range to a whole new
audience.” With it’s proven retail
and online sales successes in the
UK, Europe, Middle-East, Asia and
Australia, The East India Company
is committed to expansion in the
USA, which will comprise a revamped US website, in-store sampling at Neiman Marcus, visibility

at select trade shows as well as a
PR program.
The East India Company products can be found at these select
Neiman Marcus stores:
California (Newport Beach, Palo
Alto and San Francisco), Georgia
(Atlanta), Hawaii (Honolulu), Texas
(Dallas, Houston and Plano) and
Virginia (McLean).

Walkers Shortbread is
debuting its new Gluten Free
offerings including its conveniently sized, all-natural Pure
Butter and Chocolate Chip
Shortbread portion packs
and Holiday Shortbread Assortment.
Gluten Free aficionados
will enjoy the new offerings that feature Walkers Pure Butter and Chocolate Chip Shortbread
Rounds. Each portion pack conveniently hosts two shortbread cookies
making it a satisfying snack to enjoy while on-the-go. The new Gluten Free holiday assortment brings Walkers back to the festivities for
those that have had to give up gluten.

Southern Wine & Spirits Acquires Sterling Distributing Co.
Southern Wine & Spirits of America,
Inc., the nation’s leading wine and spirits
distributor with operations in 35 markets,
announced it has entered into an agreement
to acquire Sterling Distributing Company
in Omaha, Nebraska. Sterling Distributing
Company is Nebraska’s premier distilled
spirits and fine wine wholesaler.

Commenting on the acquisition, Wayne E.
Chaplin, President & CEO of Southern, said,
“The Sterling Distributing Company is a
great family-owned business with a talented
workforce and a long-standing reputation
in the state. Southern is honored by the opportunity to work with and learn from the
Sterling leadership and employees deeply

engrained in the market and to bring our
industry best practices and expertise to the
Nebraska market. We anticipate a smooth
transition with no disruption for employees,
suppliers and customers alike.”
Greg Alevizos, Chairman of Sterling Distributing Company, added, “This is an exciting time for our company, as we expect that

Southern will help take our business to the
next level in the beverage alcohol industry.
We are confident Southern will continue
Sterling’s heritage of providing superior
stewardship of our exceptional supplier
brands, outstanding service to our customers and exciting career opportunities for our
dedicated and capable employees.”
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StrictlyNatural

18
Bakery On Main
Introduces Instant
Oatmeal Variety Pack

Bakery On Main, a leading provider of gluten-free
breakfast foods and snacks,
is introducing a variety pack
to its popular lineup of Instant
Oatmeal. Made with certified
gluten-free oats, chia, flax,
amaranth and quinoa, the
flavors of Bakery On Main’s
Instant Oatmeal were inspired
by the company’s history as a
small bakery. The new variety
pack features two bags each
of the Maple Multigrain Muffin,
Strawberry Shortcake, and
Apple Pie flavors. Each single
serve packet is 1.75oz.
Thanks to its ancient-grain ingredients, Bakery On Main’s
Instant Oatmeal is high in fiber and offers a good source of
protein. The entire product lineup is also certified gluten-free,
Non-GMO Project Verified, free of trans fat, cholesterol, dairy,
casein, artificial flavors and preservatives, low in sodium and
saturated fat, made in the USA and OU Kosher.
“We’re thrilled by the loyal following of gluten intolerant
and mainstream consumers that our instant oatmeal has received,” shared Bakery On Main’s founder Michael Smulders.
“We often hear that our fans love enjoying a different bakeryinspired flavor every morning, so we decided to embrace that
and put three of our oatmeal varieties into one convenient
pack. So, now they can have an apple pie inspired bowl on
Monday, a strawberry shortcake breakfast on Tuesday, and a
maple muffin treat on Wednesday… whatever they crave!”
Bakery On Main’s new Instant Oatmeal Variety Pack is currently rolling out in natural food retailers across the country
for a SRP of $5.99 for a 10.5oz box.

m New Probiotic Melt

New Buttery Spread
Brings Digestive Health
Innovation to Dairy
Free Category
Melt Organic,
North America’s
first line of dairyfree butter substitutes made with
virgin coconut
oil, has teamed
with Ganeden,
the makers of
patented probiotic
GanedenBC30, to
introduce Probiotic
Melt Buttery Spread. Probiotic Melt Buttery Spread is a luscious butter improvement that is truly good for you and your
digestive health.
Made from the Perfect Blend of “good fats” like virgin
coconut, hi-oleic sunflower and flaxseed oils, this innovative
spread is blended with the highly stable probiotic GanedenBC30. Probiotic Melt supports digestive health and a healthy
immune system when consumed as part of a balanced diet
and healthy lifestyle. Even better, Probiotic Melt delivers active cultures more effectively than yogurt.
“Research among health-conscious shoppers confirms
70% prefer to consume probiotics in food rather than as a
supplement,” explained Melt CEO Meg Carlson,” and more
than 40% show purchase interest in new products supporting immune health in the dairy aisle. Combining Probiotic
GanedenBC30with our already ‘good-for-you’ Rich & Creamy
Melt Buttery Spread delivers a winning spread for digestive
health.”
Backed by an understanding that probiotics are more effective when consumed with food, Melt elected to partner
with Ganeden. With its creamy taste, new Probiotic Melt
enhances the flavor of the foods you love while delivering
probiotics safely and deliciously. Just two servings, or two
tablespoons, per day spread liberally on your morning toast,
muffin, bagel or waffles will support your digestive health.
Liven up your healthy lifestyle with Probiotic Melt Organic –
the ‘Butter 2.0’ that loves you back.
Probiotic Melt Organic Buttery Spread is available in
10-ounce square packages. Two servings deliver 1 billion
CFU’s of probiotic GanedenBC30 and support a healthy digestive system and a healthy immune system. Probiotic Melt
is available nationwide with a MSRP of $4.99.

m GrandyOats Presents

m A Nacho Above

Way Better Snacks
Expands Tortilla Chip
Line with New
Nacho Variety
Family Value Size
Organic Granola
GrandyOats has announced the launch of GrandyOats Family Value Size Organic Honey Nut Granola and GrandyOats
Family Value Size Organic Vegan Vanilla Almond Granola, in
gusseted, resealable 48 oz. bags. Like all GrandyOats cereals
and snacks, the new Family Value Size granolas are certified
organic, non-GMO, and made by hand in small batches by the
GrandyOats family at their historic barn in Brownfield, Maine.
nG
 RANDYOATS FAMILY SIZE HONEY NUT GRANOLA is
chock full of organic, protein-rich walnuts, cashews, and
domestic almonds, and contain a hearty blend of organic
oats and sesame seeds. It is sweetened with organic wild
flower honey.
n GRANDYOATS FAMILY SIZE VEGAN VANILLA ALMOND
GRANOLA is packed with organic domestic almonds, fiberrich oat bran, and organic oats. It is sweetened with pure
organic agave nectar instead of honey.
Both Family Size Granolas are seasoned with real, organic
vanilla and just the right amount of sea salt.
GrandyOats never uses refined sugar or artificial ingredients in its recipes. Certified organic by Maine Organic
Farmers and Gardeners Association (MOFGA) and certified
Kosher, GrandyOats never uses products that contain antibiotics, synthetic hormones, toxic pesticides or GMOs. For
complete nutrition facts, please visit http://www.grandyoats.
com/index.php/granola.html.
GrandyOats Family Value Size Granola is part of a healthy
breakfast, alone as a nourishing snack, or a hearty ingredient. Families can enjoy it in organic milk, yogurt, or right out
of the bag.
GrandyOats Family Value Size Organic Honey Nut Granola and GrandyOats Family Value Size Organic Vegan Vanilla
Almond Granola come in a 48 oz. resealable gusseted bag
with an SRP of $15.99-$18.99 each and are now available
nationwide.

The first new everyday
flavor to be added to Way
Better Snacks tortilla chip
line since March 2014, A
Nacho Above joins eight
other varieties including fan favorites Sweet
Chili and Sweeet Potato.
Producing delicious, allnatural sprouted snacks
under the Way Better
Snacks brand, Live Better
Brands products include
tortilla chips and sprouted
barley crackers.
Holding true to the
brand’s standards and
the new flavor’s moniker,
A Nacho Above is made
with only the highest quality ingredients, such as sprouted
chia, flax seed and quinoa. The new chip gets its nacho-rific
flavor from organic cheddar cheese and a blend of herbs and
spices including pure sea salt, onion, garlic, paprika, black
and red pepper.
The new variety was borne out of CEO Jim Breen’s desire
to make a favorite flavor ‘way better.’ “When Way Better
Snacks launched in 2011, we showed snackers that flavorful
chips don’t have to be greasy and fake,” Breen said. “Our
new flavor A Nacho Above is evidence that you can enjoy a
deliciously cheesy chip that’s made from simple, sprouted
ingredients.”
Developing a better-for-you nacho chip that meets Way
Better Snacks high standards took several months of R&D
and testing, perfecting the right blend of cheese with the
brand’s signature sprouted grains and seeds. The new variety is non-GMO, gluten-free, 100% whole grain and kosher
OUD. The product comes in a 5.5oz bag with a SRP of $3.49.

Hunt’s Launches
Organic Offerings

Kettle Brand Unearths
New Uprooted
Vegetable Chips

Hunt’s, a brand of ConAgra Foods, Inc. has introduced
three new organic tomato offerings which are now available
for consumers and retailers. Hunt’s Organic Diced Tomatoes,
Hunt’s Organic Tomato Sauce and Hunt’s Organic Tomato
Paste offer the same great taste of Hunt’s and are USDAcertified organic.
“Organic food has undoubtedly earned a place in American households,” said Ryan Pintado-Vertner, Senior Brand
Manager, Hunt’s Canned, ConAgra Foods. “Our new Organic
Hunt’s varieties are great additions to our existing Hunt’s
business and provide more options to the 45 percent of consumers actively trying to include organic foods in their diet.”
Hunt’s Organic Diced Tomatoes are made with non-GMO
ingredients, peeled using simple steam from hot water,
chopped and packed in their own juice—all within hours of
picking from the vine in sunnyCalifornia. Hunt’s Organic Tomato Sauce and Hunt’s Organic Tomato Paste are made with
all-natural, vine-ripened tomatoes. Hunt’s Organic Tomato
Sauce is also simmered with salt, spices and natural flavors
for seasoning, and contains no added sugar, corn syrup or
other sweeteners.
As with all Hunt’s products, the new organic offerings are
canned in non-BPA cans and are 100 percent natural—with
no artificial preservatives.
Hunt’s Organic Diced Tomatoes, Hunt’s Organic Tomato
Sauce and Hunt’s Organic Tomato Paste are available nationwide for the suggested retail price of $1.69, $1.59 and $1.19
respectively.

Kettle Brand, beloved for its extra crunchy and boldly flavored kettle-cooked potato chips, is expanding its expertise
to a new crop of root vegetables – sweet potatoes, beets and
parsnips. The new line – Kettle Brand Uprooted – features
real sliced vegetables, lightly seasoned with oil and sea salt.
Kettle Brand Uprooted is available in two varieties:
n SWEET POTATOES, BEETS AND PARSNIPS: Our fromthe-earth sweet potato, beet and parsnip medley is sliced
thick and lightly sprinkled with sea salt, bringing out the
sweetness of root vegetables that will leave you digging for
more.
n SWEET POTATOES: Thick-sliced, sweet potatoes are
perfectly cooked and seasoned with sea salt. The richness
and authentic sweet potato flavor offers a comforting taste
of fall year-round.
“After 30 years of perfecting our chip-making skills with
potatoes, we were ready to try our hand at a new crop and
create a vegetable chip that offered the unparalleled flavor
we’re known for,” said Marc McCullagh, senior brand manager for Kettle Brand. “We think we’ve done just that with our
Uprooted line, which offers the great taste of root vegetables,
seasoned with sea salt to bring out their natural flavors.”
Like all Kettle Brand snacks, the new line of Uprooted vegetable chips reflects the brand’s Natural Promise, to make
every product with clean, non-GMO ingredients, without
trans fats, or preservatives.
The new line is hitting grocery store shelves nationwide at
the suggested retail price of $3.69 per 6 oz. bag.
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Showtime!

Let the Fun Begin: Stew Leonard’s
Farm Fresh Food Opens on Long Island

Curtain Up on 60K Showplace
in Farmingdale, NY
A TODAY’S GROCER 		
Feature Report

F

amily-owned and operated
Stew Leonard’s opened
for business, January 20,
in Kimco Realty Corp.’s
Airport Plaza shopping
center located at 261 Airport
Plaza in Farmingdale, NY. The
grand opening marks the first
Stew Leonard’s farm fresh food
store on Long Island and debuted
with a ribbon-cutting ceremony
with the Farmingdale Chamber
of Commerce and the Leonard
family. Opening week at the store
featured many special in-store
demonstrations and appearances.
Recognized as “The World’s
Largest Dairy Store” by RIPLEY’S
BELIEVE IT OR NOT, Stew Leonard’s is best known for its farm

m “THE WORLD’S LARGEST DAIRY STORE” according to Ripley’s Believe It
Or Not, Stew Leonard’s is best known for its farm fresh food, dedication to
customer service and a fun, family-friendly atmosphere. Family-owned and
operated Stew Leonard’s opened its first store in Long Island, January 20, in
the Airport Plaza shopping center. Company President/CEO Stew Leonard,
Jr. is pictured above assisting his sister Beth Leonard Hollis, Executive Vice
President cutting the ribbon marking the official opening of their family’s
new store.

fresh food, dedication to customer
service and a fun, family-friendly
atmosphere. “My family and I have
been looking forward to coming to
Long Island for over ten years. The
day is finally here and I can’t wait
to open our doors,” says President
& CEO Stew Leonard Jr. of the

60,000 sq. ft. space that has been
transformed into more than just
your average grocery store. Leonard Jr. continues with a chuckle,
“The new store in Farmingdale is
going to have so many food demos
that we’re going to weigh our customers on their way into the store

m A VIEW FROM ABOVE: An aerial view of shoppers in Mrs. Leonard’s Kitchen. The heart of Stew Leonard’s gourmet kitchen is a hearth-like stone wall
surrounded by ovens, grills, a wok, a rotisserie, and an open prep area for
Stew’s chefs as they prepare 100+ foods to-go.

m PUSH THE BUTTON and watch Chiquita Banana Girl entertain shoppers by
singing and moving her hips from side to side in the Produce Department.

m FAMILY PHOTO - FIRST ROW (left to right): Kim Leonard, Stew Leonard, Jr., Jill Leonard Tavello, Marianne Leonard,
Stew Leonard, Sr., Beth Leonard Hollis, Tom Leonard and Bill Hollis. SECOND ROW (left to right): TJ Leonard, Chase
Leonard, and Brittney Tavello. BACK ROW (left to right): Andrew Hollis, Will Hollis, Jake Tavello, Ryann Leonard, Madison Leonard, and Sarah Hollis.

m DAIRY DEPARTMENT: Home to Stew’s award-winning dairy items featuring two signature animatronic shows called the Farm Fresh Five and Three
Good Eggs. The department features milk-bottle light fixtures against barnred cedar walls and highlight the store’s award-winning dairy, including
milk, eggs, butter, and more.
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10 Things to Know About Stew Leonard’s in Farmingdale

m BETHY’S BAKERY: Modeled after Parisian-style bakeries with red & white
striped awnings, enticing customers from the moment they walk in with the
aroma of fresh bread, warm cookies, hearth-baked bagels and buttery croissants piping hot from the oven. Beth Leonard Hollis (center front) is pictured
with department team members.

m STEW’S DELI features digital menu displays and a selection of both American and international specialty cheeses and meats, including Boar’s Head
and Stew’s own line of deli products.

m SEAFOOD DEPARTMENT: Inspired by the misty blue waters surrounding
the Montauk Lighthouse, the fish department’s 50 ft. seafood bar features
more than 30 varieties of fresh caught seafood as well as a selection of locally-caught fish.

1. At the entrance of each Stew
Leonard’s stands the company’s
Customer Service Rock of Commitment. It reads: “Rule 1: The
customer is always right. Rule
2: If the customer is ever wrong,
reread Rule 1.” The Rock is also
proudly displayed at the front
door of the new Stew Leonard’s
in Farmingdale.
2. One of the most unique
things customers notice about
shopping Stew’s is the one-way
aisle. Customers follow a single
aisle through each department
as they shop, ending at the
store’s cash registers. The new
Farmingdale store offers shoppers 13 registers and 10 express
lanes. As Stew Leonard Jr. says,
he’s never met a customer who
likes to wait in line.
3. Unlike traditional grocery
stores that sell an average
45,000 items, each Stew Leonard’s store carries only 2, 20
items, chosen specifically for
their freshness, quality and
value. In Farmingdale, the team
is working with a number of local vendors, including Deer Run
Farms in Brookhaven and Angel
Plants in Dix Hills.
4. In 1924, Charles Leo Leonard
started Clover Farms Dairy in
Norwalk, Connecticut, delivering
fresh milk daily by trucks that
had plastic cows on the front
that “mooed” for the neighborhood children. When Stew Leonard, Sr. opened his namesake
dairy store in 1969 with just
seven employees and seven
dairy products on the shelves,
generations of children grew to
love Stew Leonard’s farm fresh
milk. Today, Stew Leonard’s milk
is sourced from family-owned
farms throughout New York and
New England and is available in
regular as well as organic. Stew
Leonard’s milk arrives fresh
daily from family-owned dairy
farms where the cows are fed on
all-natural diet of corn, hay and
grains and is free of any artificial
growth hormones (including
rBST).
5. Stew’s offers a wide selection
of its own branded products in

Farmingdale, signifying quality
and value, including private label
dairy, grocery items, and more.
Stew Leonard’s Naked brand
line, which includes Naked Beef,
Naked Chicken, Naked Salmon,
Naked Pork, Naked Hot Dogs &
Chicken Sausage, and Naked
Shrimp, contain no antibiotics,
added hormones or preservatives, and are also raised and
harvested humanely.
6. Stew Leonard’s will give out a
free small ice cream cone or free
small coffee for every $100 a
customer spends on a single order. Farmingdale customers will
see the Ice Cream and Coffee
departments just at the entrance
of the new store, marked by a
jumbo 9 foot tall ice cream cone
suspended from the ceiling.
7. Stew Leonard’s in Farmingdale features many of the company’s signature animatronic
shows – including the Farm
Fresh Five and Chiquita Banana!
Plus, Stew Leonard’s designated #selfiespots are located
throughout the store – including
at the Hank & Bo Show at the
front door, the upside-down Cow
in the Grocery department, and
the Great White Shark in the
Seafood department – and are
designed to capture the energy
and excitement of Stew’s in
Farmingdale.
8. In addition to donating gift
cards to various local charities on a regular basis, Stew
Leonard’s donates more than
$25,000 of its customers’ spare

change every year to local charities via the Wishing Well, which
is located at the entrance of the
Farmingdale store. Unsold baked
goods are also donated to local
charities at the end of each day
and the stores hold an annual
Turkey Brigade every Thanksgiving to donate turkeys to families
in need.
9. Stew Leonard’s is dedicated
to making all stores an ecofriendly place to work and shop.
The new Farmingdale store was
built using an efficient refrigerant and super-efficient LEDs.
They additionally use “green
programs” throughout their linen
company, pest control company,
chemical company and labeling company. Coffee grinds are
given away to customers for
composting and gardening and
unsaleable produce is donated to
local farmers to help feed their
animals.
10. Stew Leonard’s was included for ten consecutive years
on FORTUNE magazine’s “100
Best Companies to Work for”
list. Because of Stew Leonard’s
commitment to customer service
and the number of products prepared fresh daily, the store employs twice the number of Team
Members as a traditional grocery
store. 82% of Stew Leonard’s
management team has been
promoted from within and all
Team Members enjoy great
health benefits and profit sharing. The new Farmingdale store
employs 400 Team Members.

ed into meats, fish, produce,
bakery, cheese, and a successful
line of private label items.

m THE BAKERY was an instant hit with the more than 20,000 opening day
shoppers.

and on their way out of the store,
and charge them the difference!”
Stew Leonard’s Farmingdale
store offers award-winning dairy,
a full service butcher, an in-store
bakery, 250 varieties of just picked
fresh fruits and vegetables, more
than 30 varieties of fresh caught
seafood, an in-house gourmet
kitchen, a cheese shoppe and deli,
along with many other local products highlighting the agricultural
bounty Long Island has to offer.
Farmingdale’s open concept kitchen features a sushi bar, Mongolian
grill, hearth pizza oven, wok, BBQ
station, and hot/cold buffet bar.
Customers can expect to see
some new surprises while shopping at Farmingdale, such as the
designated #selfiespots located
throughout the store to capture the
location’s energy and excitement,
as well as old faithful staples
including The Customer Service
Rock of Commitment, animatronic
shows, a one way aisle, and the

Stew Leonard’s Wishing Well.
The Leonard family’s roots
date back to the 1920s when
Charles Leo Leonard started
Clover Farms Dairy in Norwalk,
Connecticut. In 1969, Stew
Leonard Sr. opened Stew Leonard’s as a dairy store carrying
just seven items. Since that time,
Stew Leonard’s has taken the
fresh dairy concept and expand-

STORE FEATURES:
The Farmingdale store offers
shoppers many of the same characteristic elements of the other
four locations, but with a distinctive style all its own. Since more
than 80% of the products sold
by Stew Leonard’s are fresh, the
new store’s production areas were
designed as an open concept so
that customers can see the store’s
culinary teams hard at work.
n DAIRY SECTION: 		
Home to Stew’s award-winning
dairy items featuring two signature animatronic shows called
the Farm Fresh Five and Three
Good Eggs. The department

m PRODUCE DEPARTMENT: Highlighting architecture reminiscent of the
North Fork’s centuries-old barns and farmhouses, customers will be able to
choose from 250 varieties of just picked fresh fruits and vegetables.

m Executive Chef John Nordin oversees Chef Jean prepare a fresh batch of
the store’s famous Giant Handmade Potato Chips.

features milk-bottle light fixtures
against barn-red cedar walls
and highlight the store’s awardwinning dairy, including milk,
eggs, butter, and more.
n THE MEAT DEPARTMENT: 	
Transports customers back
to the Old West with wagon
wheel detailing and personal
snapshots of the Leonard
family visiting their beef
ranchers in Montana and
Kansas. Offers customers a
wide selection of meats direct
from their Midwest ranchers,
including grass fed products
and options from the Stew
Leonard’s Naked line.
nP
 RODUCE DEPARTMENT: 	
Highlighting architecture

reminiscent of the North Fork’s
centuries-old barns and farmhouses, customers will be able
to choose from 250 varieties of
just picked fresh fruits and vegetables.
n MRS. LEONARD’S KITCHEN: 	
The heart of Stew Leonard’s
gourmet kitchen is a hearthlike stone wall surrounded by
ovens, grills, a wok, a rotisserie, and an open prep area for
Stew’s chefs as they prepare
100+ foods to-go.
Regular store hours are Monday through Sunday (8 a.m. - 9
p.m.). This is the fifth store for the
company. Other locations include
Norwalk, Danbury, Yonkers, and
Newington.
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Beverage

m Good Karma Foods Launches

Dry Sparkling Receives
Non-GMO Project Verification
Dry Soda Co., tastemakers of gourmet sparkling beverages, announced that
Cucumber, Ginger, Lavender, Rhubarb, Juniper, and Blood Orange Dry Sparkling
have received verification from the Non-GMO Project. Dry Sparkling bottles and
cans with the Non-GMO Project Verification seal will begin appearing on store
shelves nationwide in May 2016.
“Clean ingredients were part of my original inspiration for Dry, so pursuing verification from the Non-GMO Project was a very
natural step in highlighting our commitment to transparency and real ingredients,” said Sharelle Klaus, founder and CEO of Dry
Soda Co. “We are thrilled that DRY is one of the first carbonated beverage brands to receive the non-GMO Project Verified seal.
While our official verification from the Non-GMO Project is new, our loyal fans will be pleased to know that the Dry beverages
they’ve been sipping for years have been made without GMOs the whole time.”
The path to earning Non-GMO Project Verification is often rigorous and lengthy. However, Dry Sparkling quickly achieved approvals due to the line’s clean ingredient panel. Verification for the remaining DRY Sparkling flavors is anticipated by February 2016.
The Non-GMO Project offers North America’s only third-party verification for non-GMO food and products, and is committed
to preserving and building sources of non-GMO products, educating consumers, and providing verified non-GMO choices.

Dairy-Free Drinkable
Probiotic Cultured
Flaxmilk Beverage
On the heels of its recent rebrand announcement, Good
Karma Foods, a leading maker of flaxseed-based milk alternatives, is expanding its brand offerings to include a line of
cultured flaxmilk beverages. Good Karma’s probiotic drink
is the first non-dairy drinkable “yogurt” to combine the
benefits of probiotics, Omega-3’s and plant-based protein.
The drinks, available in the yogurt section, feature four rich,
creamy flavors: Blueberry, Good Greens and Pineapple, Plain,
and Strawberry.
Each serving includes 1200 mg of Omega-3, 5g of plantbased protein, and is rich in calcium and vitamin D. These
products are also free of lactose, soy, nuts, gluten and
GMO’s.
Research is regularly published about the health benefits of
probiotics, with gut health commonly referenced as “the key
to human health” by scientists and key influencers alike.1 For
example, according to a study released by National Institutes
of Health (NIH), 70 million Americans suffer from digestive
problems stemming from bad nutrition and consumption of
additives and processed foods. Meanwhile, the same study
reports that probiotic use is on the rise with a four-fold increase from 2007 to 2012.
“Probiotics are similar to the tiny but mighty flaxseed in
the sense that both can activate positive good in all of us. As
a company, we’re inspired by small but meaningful acts of
goodness, and our goal is to ‘create a little good karma’ with
this new product,” said Doug Radi, CEO, Good Karma. “And,
with growing consumer interest in plant-based foods and
probiotics, we expect that a flaxmilk-based probiotic drinkable yogurt will be well received.”
Good Karma Dairy Free Probiotic is available nationwide
and retails at $3.99 - $4.49 for a 32 oz bottle.

m Organic Valley Brings

Single-Serve Organic Milk
to the Grab n Go Cooler
Organic Valley has introduced Good to Go, the
first organic single-serve
milk for adults. This convenient, on-the-go milk is for
busy consumers seeking
a portable, ready-to-drink
option that’s both organic
and delicious. It’s the same
great pasture-raised Organic Valley milk they know
and love, but in a more
convenient 11-ounce single
serve bottle.
Consumers increasingly
expect to find premium organic options wherever they shop
-- in the dairy case or grab ‘n go cooler at their favorite supermarket, as well as convenience stores, gas stations and
drug stores. Good to Go will be available in stop-and-shop
locations along the ever-accelerating path between home,
office, gym, and school, in an easy-to-stash container that
fits right into a backpack, purse, or lunch bag. Each 11 oz.
serving contains Organic Valley’s delicious and nutritious
pasture-raised organic milk.
Good to Go is available in 1% Low Fat White or 1% Low
Fat Chocolate flavors. Chocolate Good to Go is flavored with
organic and Fair Trade unrefined cane sugar and cocoa.
Organic Valley milk never contains antibiotics, GMOs, synthetic hormones, pesticides, or artificial flavoring. Each serving contains 11 grams of protein and 40 percent daily value
of calcium and 35 percent daily value of vitamin D.

Jones Soda Celebrates 20th Birthday
Launches “Jones Birthday Cake Soda”
Jones Soda Co., a leading premium beverage company known for its unique flavors and customer-designed
packaging, has announced the release of its Limited Edition Birthday Cake flavored beverage to celebrate the
company’s 20th birthday in 2016.
Along with the Limited Edition Birthday Cake flavored Jones Soda, the year-long celebration will also include
monthly “20th Birthday Present” giveaways on the Jones Soda website along with several birthday “party”
events to be announced throughout the year.
Jones Soda Co. was established in 1996 and began distribution of its premium soda throughout Canada and the
United States that same year. For the past 20 years, Jones Soda has become known for its bold, fun flavors made
with real pure cane sugar and ever changing labels featuring consumer submitted photos. With its reputation for
creating envelope-pushing flavor innovations, it is only fitting to celebrate Jones’ 20th birthday year with a new,
unique and great tasting flavor. And in keeping up with the company’s forward-looking focus on the ever-evolving
consumer preferences for slightly less sweet soda, Birthday Cake Soda, along with the rest of the core Jones
Cane Sugar Soda lineup, will be introduced into the marketplace with at least 5% less sugar than current versions.
“The beverage industry is ever changing, and to be able to celebrate 20 years of business is a huge accomplishment,” stated
Jennifer Cue, CEO, Jones Soda. “Throughout all these changes, Jones has kept up with industry trends, while staying focused
on our core consumer and their want for a premium, crafted soda. We have a passionate fan base and an equally passionate
and qualified team here at Jones Soda Co. that are equipped to take this brand and the company to the next level. This team
has to date only scratched the surface on what we can do and we are all excited for not only this upcoming celebratory year,
but also the next 20 years!”
Jones Birthday Cake Soda is perfect for any birthday occasion or simply as a treat and will be available throughout 2016 at
select Jones Soda accounts.

GoodBelly Helps Power Your Day
Debuts Probiotic Protein Shake Line
GoodBelly, a line of delicious probiotic drinks formulated for daily digestive health, today
unveiled GoodBelly Protein Shakes, a new line of multi-functional beverages designed to help
power your day, the natural way. Packed with 15 grams of plant-based protein to nourish the
body and 40 billion live and active probiotic cultures to support digestive health, GoodBelly
Protein Shakes are available in three juicy flavors: Tropical Coconut, Green Power and Triple
Berry.
“Today’s consumer seeks foods and beverages that deliver multiple solutions, so we wanted to offer a powerful protein option to satisfy those needs, packing our first multi-functional beverage with the same digestive
benefits as our existing probiotic drinks, and adding a beneficial 15 grams of plant-based protein,” said Alan Murray, CEO of
GoodBelly. “We know consumers are busy, whether a working professional, parent or athlete, who want an easier way to get a
daily dose of digestive health support, plus powerful plant-protein in a convenient on-the-go bottle.”
Probi Digestis’ LP299V has sustained more than 20 research trials over two decades. GoodBelly Protein Shakes contain 40
billion live and active cultures per bottle, in addition to chickpea protein. Ideal for active consumers, athletes, or anyone who
needs an on-the-go protein boost. Like all other GoodBelly products, GoodBelly Protein Shakes are Non-GMO Project Verified,
dairy-free, soy-free, vegan and kosher. The new drinks will be available at Sprouts Farmers Markets in December, and additional retailers nationwide in February 2016 with a suggested retail price of $3.49 per 15.2 oz. bottle. Flavors include:
n TROPICAL COCOnut: Smooth and tropical, this vibrant shake will have your taste buds dancing from the flavors of bananas,
coconut and passionfruit.
n GREEN POWER: A delicious blend of good-for-you greens, including spinach, alfalfa grass and spirulina, this healthy shake is
balanced by the sweetness of apples, pears and bananas.
n TRIPLE BERRY: Refreshingly juicy, this berry-licious beverage is a sweet fusion of strawberry, blueberry and blackberry.

Keep it “pur and simple” with
New Line of All-Natural Juices
Ask anyone their definition of quality nutrition and you’re likely to hear the words “simple,”
“authentic,” and “real.” People are demanding integrity from the foods and beverages they
buy, which is why new 100% pure, USDA organic Purjus juices are the perfect addition to a
wholesome, satisfying diet.
Purjus completely avoids preservatives, artificial flavors, colors and sugars. Made in Austria
from the highest quality fruits and vegetables, Purjus is premium juice for people who care
about their health. Three flavors make up the Purjus line:
n APPLE JUICE: Light and refreshing, Purjus apple juice is rich in antioxidants which may prevent chronic diseases and avoid aging. Research shows that apple juice can help boost brain function and increase memory.
Purjus apple juice, taken from European Streuobstwiesen (meadow orchards), delivers two full servings of fruit per bottle.
n BEET JUICE: Purjus beet juice features the sweet, earthy beet flavor people love. Beet juice is known for its many health
benefits including reducing blood pressure and helping to reduce cognitive decline; each bottle is the equivalent of two vegetable servings.
n BEET APPLE PEAR JUICE: Combining three popular juice flavors, this variety is a great alternative for people who want the
benefits of beet juice in a delicious, fruitier taste. In addition to the benefits of beets and apples, pear juice provides antioxidant and anti-inflammatory support. This juice provides one vegetable and one fruit serving per bottle.
“P-rjus is 100% pure vegetable and fruit juices that nourish the body naturally,” said Matt Herzog, President of CAJ Food Products, Inc., owner of the Purjus brand. “All three varieties are all-natural, vegan and gluten-free. Best of all, Purjus is a reasonably
priced organic juice. Finally, there’s a premium-quality juice option at a moderate price for people looking to improve their health.”
Purjus is packaged in 16.9 fl. oz. (500mL) bottles with a suggested retail price of $4.99. Look for Purjus is sold and merchandised in the natural juice section.
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Gelson’s Markets Celebrates Opening of
First San Diego-area Store in Del Mar
A TODAY’S GROCER Special Report

G

elson’s Markets, one of California’s leading supermarket chains,
opened on January 14, its first ever
San Diego-area store in Del Mar
located at 2707 Via De La Valle.
The highly-anticipated opening of 48,000
sq. ft. Del Mar store was celebrated
throughout opening week. Gelson’s offered
its first 200 customers a gift bag valued at
$20. In addition, customers had the opportunity to sample featured merchandise and
dishes throughout the opening week.
“We’re very excited to be opening our first
San Diego location,” says Rob McDougall,
Gelson’s President & CEO. “I believe we will
prove ourselves beneficial to the community
by providing premium-quality merchandise
and exceptional customer service, while also
re-employing the dedicated workforce that
was subject to the Haggen crisis.”
Gelson’s remodeled the existing store
which now features new salad, hot foods
and antipasti bars; a carving cart within the
service deli; wellness set; and an enhanced
juice and cut fruits counter. The store also
features upgraded check stands and a
customer service desk to facilitate the company’s signature service offerings.
The company took over three San Diego
County stores that Haggen vacated when
it filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. The
store’s large size made it easy for the company to keep up its tradition of extra-wide
aisles, which have to be roomy enough
for two grocery carts to pass without any
fender-benders. Because it used to be a
Haggen, it does not have Gelson’s trademark tile floors. And until Gelson’s moved
in, it didn’t have much of a kitchen, either.
The supermarket chain, long revered by
chefs, celebrities and foodies in Los Angeles
and Orange County, purchased three loca-

m GELSON’S MARKETS opened its first ever
San Diego-area store in Del Mar, CA located at
2707 Via De La Valle on January 14. At 48,000
square feet, the Del Mar Gelson’s is the largest store in the chain.

tions in San Diego from Haggen. A fast reopening with a few essential improvements
was a priority in order to re-employ existing
Haggen associates, some of whom have
worked at the location for many years under
previous ownership. An extensive remodeling is slated later in 2016.
Gelson’s will open new stores in Carlsbad
in February and Pacific Beach in late March.

m RIBBON-CUTTING: Gelson’s President & CEO Rob McDougall (holding scissors) presides over
official ribbon-cutting ceremony along with Store Director Kasen Smith (right), civic dignitaries
and other Gelson’s associates.

m ANTIPASTI BAR - Gelson’s remodeled the existing store which now features new salad, hot
foods and antipasti bars; a carving cart within the service deli; wellness set; and an enhanced
juice and cut fruits counter.

m Commemorative carved watermelons, in a number of shapes highlight the festive new opening.

m DEL MAR shoppers can select from a wide variety of fresh, organic and non-organic attractively displayed fruits and vegetables.
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A Statement from
Mother’s Market
& Kitchen
Regarding New Growth Partnership
Mother’s Market & Kitchen, a pioneer in organic and natural
grocery stores, is so blessed to serve Orange County. Since our
beginning in 1978, we have been inundated with requests to have
Mother’s stores and excellence in products and service represented
in more cities, counties and states.   Over the last year, the Founding Shareholders and Board of Directors carefully considered how
Mother’s might grow and who might help us. Our intention is to
preserve all that is wonderful about Mother’s and add the kind of
expertise and experience that will allow growth and continue the
culture that our customers, employees, vendors and communities
have embraced for 38 years.
The Mother’s family is proud to announce that we selected and
partnered with Mill Road Capital, an investment firm that understands what we do and why. Mother’s brings choice and depth of
selection in organic, vegetarian and vegan, non-GMO, allergen-free,
raw and local foods and related lifestyle products. We are committed to quality at the best possible price. Mother’s provides free
educational seminars and supports local schools, clubs, churches
and charities. These are just some of the reasons that our customers say, “I love Mother’s!”
Mill Road is committed to partnering with socially-conscious and
environmentally sustainable businesses. Over the last decade, Mill
Road has partnered with PRT Growing Services which has planted
3 billion trees in the fight against greenhouse gases and global
warming, Galaxy Nutritional Foods an innovator in healthful foods
supporting vegan and vegetarian lifestyles, Rubio’s Restaurants,
a champion of sustainable seafood practices and ocean clean-up
efforts, and Gaiam Inc., a leading promoter of yoga, fitness and
wellness.
Mother’s founder and leader, Bruce Macgurn, was instrumental
in the process of selecting a partner who would shepherd Mother’s
into the future. Bruce mentored a leadership team that will continue
to lead Mother’s. He was excited about the prospect of more stores
and the opportunities this would bring to employees and the healthy
options for customers. After a brief but debilitating illness, Bruce
passed away on November 24, 2015. While we are sad that he
won’t be here to see the bright future of Mother’s, we are filled with
gratitude that he was so devoted to the Mother’s Market & Kitchen
mission: Manifesting Truth, Beauty and Goodness in the context of a
natural foods store. His life and leadership was a gift that will continue to give to all who love Mother’s Market & Kitchen.
The Mother’s Family is excited that there will be more Mother’s to
love in the future.
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Stew Leonard’s Announces Site
for Second Long Island Store
Farm fresh food grocer Stew
Leonard’s has announced that East
Meadow, NY will be home to its sixth
grocery store and second location on
Long Island.
The new Stew Leonard’s store in
East Meadow will be 70,000 sq. ft.
and located on Front Street, just off of
Hempstead Turnpike, in the Serota Organization’s East Meadow Mall, which
will be renamed Stew Leonard’s Marketplace and completely renovated in
the coming year. Construction on the
new store will start in the summer
of 2016 with an anticipated opening
date of mid-2017. Recently, the farm
fresh food grocer opened a 60,000
sq. ft. store in Farmingdale, NY’s Airport Plaza on Route 110 (See related
story pages 20-21). Stew Leonard’s
was represented by their exclusive
broker Jeffrey L. Nable of Ripco Real
Estate in both the East Meadow and
Farmingdale transactions.
The family-owned and operated
store, nicknamed the “Disneyland of
Dairy Stores” by The New York Times,
was founded as a dairy store in 1969

in Norwalk, Conn. and has grown to
include four other locations in Danbury and Newington, Conn. and in
Farmingdale & Yonkers, N.Y. The company has received worldwide acclaim
for excellence in customer service,
and was included for ten consecutive
years on FORTUNE magazine’s “100
Best Companies to Work for” list.
The store also annually donates tens
of thousands of dollars to their local
communities via the in-store Wishing
Well as well as through gift cards,
Team Member volunteerism, and food
donations.
“Our family is very excited. We
were thrilled with our store opening in
Farmingdale and it encouraged us to
expand on Long Island. We have had
a warm reception from the town officials,” said Stew Leonard, Jr., President and CEO of Stew Leonard’s.
“We are thrilled to welcome Stew
Leonard’s as our newest tenant,”
said owners Geoff and Charles Serota
of the Serota Organization in a joint
statement. “The East Meadow Mall
will begin renovations, including a de-

malling process, to create an open,
first-class and exceptionally unique
retail space for our shoppers.”
Once opened, the 70,000 sq. ft.
store will provide up to 400 jobs, a
portion of which will be fulltime, offering a full array of benefits. Unlike
traditional grocery stores that sell an
average of 30,000 – 60,000 items,
each Stew Leonard’s store carries
only 2,200 items, chosen specifically
for their freshness, quality and value.
Recognized as “The World’s Largest
Dairy Store” by Ripley’s Believe It Or
Not, Stew Leonard’s is best known
for its farm fresh food, dedication to
customer service and a fun, familyfriendly atmosphere. The store also
offers farm-fresh milk, which comes
directly from family owned dairy
farms in the New York metro area,
a “from scratch” in-store bakery,
cut-to-order butcher shop, and fresh
seafood department, while sourcing
many other products from local farms,
suppliers, and other vendors on Long
Island and throughout the states of
New York and Connecticut.

Allegiance Acquires Intellectual Properties of Pathmark & Green Way
Allegiance Retail Services has announced the purchase
of the intellectual property of Pathmark, including the
Pathmark logo, trademarks, brand name, pathmark.com
domain, and all other intellectual property associated with
the Pathmark name.
In addition, in a separate transaction, Allegiance Retail
Services also purchased the Green Way intellectual property. Green Way is a Natural/Organic Private Label brand that
encompasses products made without the use of pesticides,
chemicals or artificial fertilizers in eco-friendly packaging.
John T. Derderian, President & COO of Allegiance Retail Services, LLC stated, “The addition of the Pathmark
name provides increased flexibility from a format stand-

point to both our existing membership and to prospective
Members. This metro-NY/NJ/PA banner still has strong
equity among consumers, and Allegiance plans on further
strengthening the Pathmark name with new merchandising
and operational enhancements. ”
“Acquiring the Green Way Natural / Organic Private Label
line will add to our already strong Private label offering,
and represents a point of entry, from a value standpoint, to
many consumers who feel ‘priced out’ of Natural / Organic
products today. The Pathmark and Green Way acquisitions
further contribute to making Allegiance a superior multibrand retailer cooperative,” stated David Maniaci, Chairman & CEO of Allegiance Retail Services, LLC.
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The United Family Celebrates

100th Anniversary of United Supermarkets

F

or The United Family,
2016 marks a historic
year, as United Supermarkets celebrates
the store’s 100th anniversary. What began as United
Cash Store in Sayre, Oklahoma in 1916 has grown into
a multi-banner, Texas-based
grocery chain with 66 stores
in 36 communities. Today, The
United Family operates United
Supermarkets, Market Street,
Albertsons Market and Amigos
grocery locations, as well as
United Express fuel and convenience stores, throughout West
Texas, Dallas-Fort Worth and
Eastern New Mexico.
“Reaching our 100th anniversary is a remarkable
accomplishment, and a true
testament to the hard work and
dedication of all our team members through the years, as well
as our loyal guests in each of
our communities,” said Robert
Taylor, who was appointed CEO
of The United Family in 2010.
“Most importantly, this celebration is a tribute to the Snell
family, because without their
vision and leadership, United
wouldn’t be the beloved supermarket it is today.”
To commemorate a century of
service, The United Family designed an entire year of initiatives to benefit and improve the
communities it serves, a core
value of the company since it
was founded by Henry Dewitt
Snell. The company began the
yearlong celebration on January
16 with a birthday party at all
66 stores and gave away a total
of 100,000 free cupcakes.
Also, The United Family has
launched Shop to Support
Schools, a school donation
program, which will challenge community members to
get involved and help improve
the future of local children.
In addition, the company will
take a bite out of hunger,
donating 100,000 pounds of
apples to local food banks
across the company’s service
areas in April.
“The company has been very
fortunate for an entire century
to have owners as well as leaders who believe in the core value of supporting communities
and doing the right thing,” said
Taylor. “In honor of that legacy
and to kick off our next 100
years, the 100th anniversary of
United Supermarkets will be
acknowledged and celebrated
in each of our 36 communities
in Texas and New Mexico.”
United moved to the company’s now headquarter city
of Lubbock, Texas in 1956
when Jack Snell, son of H. D.
Snell, purchased three Taylor
Safeways. The company continued its expansion over the
next four decades under the
leadership of Jack and his son,
Robert, and by 1991, United
stores were in 20 communities
throughout Texas.
The company’s continued

m FOR THE UNITED FAMILY, 2016 marks a historic year, as United Supermarkets celebrates the store’s 100th anniversary. What began as United Cash Store in
Sayre, Oklahoma in 1916 has grown into a multi-banner, Texas-based grocery chain with 66 stores in 36 communities.

growth into the grocery-chain
it is today was spurred by a
strategic growth plan adopted
in 1998, which called for new
stores, innovative concepts,
diverse market expansion and
self-distribution.
Also in 1998, Market Street,

a new concept focused on
healthy meal solutions for
busy guests, was introduced
in Wichita Falls. The company
now operates 15 Market Street
locations, including seven
in Dallas-Fort Worth. United
Supermercado, which is now

known as Amigos, was the next
concept offered by The United
Family, opening in Plainview in
2000. Today, four locations provide a blend of traditional and
cultural favorites for Hispanic
shoppers in the Lubbock and
Amarillo areas.

United Celebrating Anniversary with
$100,000 in School Donations
As part of United Supermarkets’ 100th anniversary celebration, The United Family will donate
$100,000 to local schools throughout West Texas, Dallas-Fort Worth and Eastern New Mexico, as
part of its Shop to Support Schools program.
Now and running through October 15, guests may link a school of choice to their rewards account at any United Supermarkets, United Express, Market Street, Albertsons Market and Amigos
grocery locations and earn points as they shop. At the end of the earning period, The United Family
will award $1,000 to 100 schools based on the percentage of each school’s shopping activity.
“United Supermarkets has long held fast to the belief that supporting education is important and
we have looked for ways to do that,” said Robert Taylor, president of The United Family. “This program is designed to let our guests make their hard-earned dollars do more than just buy groceries.
It really lets them have a voice in making donations directly to schools.”

To express appreciation for
the many communities that
have support the company,
beginning May 31, The United
Family will celebrate 100 Days
of Giving, presenting $1,000 to
a different local non-profit for
100 consecutive days, totaling
a donation of $100,000. Also
during that time, the company
will donate 100,000 additional
pounds of food to local food
banks in June in preparation
for fall and winter when donations are needed most. Lastly,
before Thanksgiving, The
United Family will spread joy to
area children’s hospitals in 12
markets by distributing 1,200
special 100 th Anniversary
stuffed animals.
“With these programs, in
addition to dozens of ongoing
initiatives, this year will truly be
worthy of our 100th anniversary,” said Shelby Crews, senior
community relations manager
for The United Family. “Giving
back to our guests has always
been a cornerstone of United
Supermarkets, and that emphasis will continue as The United
Family enters its next century.”
The United Family remained
a family-owned supermarket
chain for 98 years until becoming a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Albertson’s LLC on December 27, 2013. In order to take
advantage of operational and
distribution opportunities, Albertsons realigned 12 locations
under The United Family and
these stores now operate as
Albertsons Market stores in
Midland-Odessa, San Angelo
and Eastern New Mexico.
Sayre, Oklahoma in 1916
has grown into a multi-banner,
Texas-based grocery chain with
66 stores in 36 communities.
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Candy

Ghirardelli Debuts Three New Chocolate Bunnies for Easter
The Ghirardelli Chocolate Company, maker
of premium chocolate products, has announced the addition of three new Chocolate
Bunnies – a 3.5oz Hollow Chocolate Bunny,
a Milk Chocolate Caramel Bunny, and a Solid
Milk Chocolate Bunny. Adorned with a festive turquoise bow, these adorably sweet
bunnies come in a variety of sizes and gift
packages and are perfect for filling Easter
baskets, being a surprise gift at the end of
an Easter Egg Hunt, or incorporating as a
cute adornment in holiday baking.
These exciting new additions join the
iconic brand’s chocolate Easter line which
includes White and Dark Chocolate Spring
Impression Square and three flavors of
Chocolate Eggs – Milk Chocolate, Toffee
Milk Chocolate, and Almond Milk Chocolate.
Ghirardelli brings the premium chocolate
experience to each and every Easter basket
with three new offerings joining the full Ghirardelli Easter line of products:
n NEW! GHIRARDELLI HOLLOW BUNNY:
Made with premium Ghirardelli creamy
milk chocolate, wrapped in sophisticated
white foil and adorned with a festive
turquoise bow, holding a golden egg
($3.99/3.5oz bunny)
n NEW! MILK CHOCOLATE CARAMEL
BUNNY: Premium Ghirardelli milk chocolate filled with luscious caramel, individually wrapped and available in a bag, or
small gift pack ($4.29/4.14 oz. bag; $3.99
/1.72oz Gift Pack)
n NEW! MILK CHOCOLATE BUNNY:
Creamy, solid milk chocolate available in
a bag or small gift pack ($4.29/4.14 oz.
bag; $3.99/1.74oz Gift Pack)
n SPRING IMPRESSION SQUARES: Ghirardelli continues to welcome Spring with
a new design for the beloved Spring Im-

m THE GHIRARDELLI
CHOCOLATE COMPANY
has announced the
addition of three new
Chocolate Bunnies – a
3.5oz Hollow Chocolate
Bunny, a Milk Chocolate
Caramel Bunny, and a
Solid Milk Chocolate
Bunny. Adorned with a
festive turquoise bow,
these bunnies come in
a variety of sizes and
gift packages and are
perfect for filling Easter
baskets

pressions bag and gift collection, available
in Milk & White Chocolate Squares or Milk
& Dark Chocolate Squares ($4.29/4.58
oz. bag)
nG
 HIRARDELLI CHOCOLATE EGGS: Available in three unique flavors – Milk Chocolate, Toffee Milk Chocolate or Almond Milk

Chocolate, these chocolate eggs are perfect for any Easter celebration ($2.99/3.5
oz. bag)
“Ghirardelli has been a part of so many
rich family traditions and holidays,” said
Marty Thompson, CEO, Ghirardelli Chocolate
Company. “And we’re excited to extend this

tradition into Easter by expanding our products to now include a range of new bunnies,
including our first ever Hollow Chocolate
Bunny. We know that our Chocolate Bunnies
will become an important part of our customers’ Easter traditions, making spring that
much sweeter for friends and families.”
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Mother’s Market
Expands Laguna
Woods Store

Newly-Enlarged Store Features Additional 5,000 Sq. Ft.
A TODAY’S GROCER Special Report

M

other’s Market and Kitchen, a natural and organic foods retailer with seven Orange County stores, recently celebrated the
re-grand opening of its Laguna Woods store located at 24165
Paseo De Valencia.
To mark the re-grand opening, Mother’s Market #4 held a special celebratory event on, January 23. The event included drawings for Mother’s
grocery gift cards, raffles for gift baskets, special in-store deals and free
samples from various departments. For children, there was face painting
and balloon twisters.
Mother’s Market expanded the Laguna Woods store by 5,000 sq. ft. and
completely renovated it to accommodate increased traffic, customer demand and company growth.
The Food Service Department was expanded, which includes the popular “grab & go” deli foods, hot food bar and salad bar. The Body Care and
Vitamin Departments were also significantly expanded with extra aisle
space to deliver a greater ease of shopping experience, along with expanded Frozen foods, Dairy, and Grocery categories.
As part of the renovations, the store made important upgrades including
new state-of-the-art lighting, which will offer energy savings and support
California’s new Title 24 standards. The renovation and expansion effort
was led by Al Almond, general contractor.

m MOTHER’S MARKET AND KITCHEN, a natural and organic foods retailer in Southern California with seven Orange County stores, recently celebrated the re-grand opening of its store located at 24165 Paseo De Valencia in Laguna Woods.

m MOTHER’S MARKET CEO Mo Payette with Laguna Woods Store Manager
Eric Katz.

m Vice President of Produce Operations, John White, in the newly-expanded Produce section.

m FOOD SERVICE MANAGER Raquel Olamendi shown with the new “on-thego” salad bar, hot bar and soup well.

m THE JUICE BAR TEAM, in the newly-expanded juice bar: Myra Aroche, Regina Morales, Ryan Mitchell, Emilio Leon,
Melissa Ramirez, Rachel Pacific and Raquel Olamendi

m MOTHER’S MARKET gave away gift cards and vendor donated gift baskets
at the re-grand opening store event; shown here with Lindsey Baker.
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Bob Longtemps Dead at Age 70
Florida Food
Industry Mourns
Passing of
Popular Member
The Florida Food Industry is
mourning the passing January
4, 2016 of Robert J. (Bob) Longtemps at his home in Sumter, SC.
He was 70 years old.
Born February 27, 1945, in
Miami, FL., he was the son of
the late Roger J. Longtemps and
the late Grace Ryan Longtemps.
Bob served in the National Guard
during the Vietnam Era. He was
a member of Sumter First Church
of God. Bob was employed with
Winn-Dixie for 28 years at the
time he retired from the company. He then joined Fleming
Foods-Miami Div. for an additional 18 years of service. Most
recently, he was with Associated

ROBERT J. (BOB) LONGTEMPS
(1945-2016)

Grocers of Florida for the remaining 9 years of his career from
where he officially retired and
moved to Sumter in 2011.
Bob is remembered fondly by
many friends. Longtime friend
Rocky Craig told TODAY’S GROCER, “I knew Bob for over 35

years. He loved his family dearly;
and he was a loyal friend.
I will miss his sense of humor.
He would always make you laugh
when you were with him or talking to him on the phone. Bob
maintained that sense of humor
until the end. God is enjoying
Bob’s humor now, and for that I
rejoice.”
He is survived by his wife,
Judy Gilmore Longtemps of
Sumter; two children, Robert Jo.
Longtemps, Jr. of Tampa, FL and
Rebecca A. Longtemps of Miami,
FL; a sister, Georgia Barnes of
Miami, FL; a sister-in-law, Mary
Longtemps of Miami, FL; and a
number of nieces and nephews.
He was preceded in death by a
brother, Roger A. Longtemps.
Services were held in his
memory in Sumter on January
9 at Sumter First Church of God
and in Miami, January 25 at Van
Orsdel Kendall Chapel.

Consumers Say Clean Eating Can Include Packaged Foods
Clean Eating is
Viewed as a Lifestyle
Versus a Diet or Fad
Clean eating is what is making
the perimeter of grocery stores a
popular spot, but a recent report
by The NPD Group, a leading global information company, finds that
many consumers feel that clean
eating can include some processing and packaged foods. NPD’s
How Consumers Define Clean Eating report shows that 61 percent
of primary grocery shoppers feel
packaged foods are acceptable
when eating clean, and 44 percent
of shoppers say some processing
is also acceptable.
NPD’s study, which surveyed over
5,000 consumers to understand

what clean eating means to them
and how it impacts consumption
and shopping behaviors, shows
that there are several key aspects
of clean eating that are more
prominent than others. Generally,
clean eaters emphasize items that
are absent in foods or beverages
versus what they contain. Of most
importance to these consumers are
foods that do not contain chemicals, preservatives or additives, and
no pesticides, and these consumers appear to be adamant about
their choices since 80 percent of
clean eaters say this is their lifestyle as opposed to a diet or fad.
People who are core followers
of clean eating currently represent
only about five percent of primary grocery shoppers, skewing
female and younger. While this
is a small portion of the popula-

tion, clean eating may have more
staying power than typical diets
since consumers view it as a
lifestyle. And, some consumers
already practice clean eating but
may not even know they are following some of the clean eating
guidelines. In addition, half of
clean eaters have been following
this lifestyle for over a year, which
suggests that this is a lifestyle that
can be sustained and therefore
can grow in the coming decades,
according to the NPD report.
“Clean eating from a product
development standpoint may seem
discouraging for CPG manufacturers,” says Darren Seifer, NPD
Group food and beverage industry
analyst. “But the good news is
packaged goods can still fit the bill
with these consumers and attract
them to the center of the store.”

m CONDIMENT SAUCE FLAVOR PALATE Reflects U.S. Population Diversity, according to The Association for Dressings and Sauces.

Condiment Sauce Flavor Palate
Reflects U.S. Population Diversity
Hot Sauce Market up 150 Percent
While mustard, mayonnaise and ketchup top the list in sales of condiments and enjoy a 15 to 28 percent growth rate since 2000, the 150 percent growth in hot sauces (source: Euromonitor) is opening up the pantry
door to reveal a bigger trend -- a more diverse flavor palate. Analysts say
today’s variety of condiment sauces is likely a reflection of the influence of
two groups -- foreign born residents in the United States (up 33 percent
since 2000 according to U.S. Census estimates) and more than 80 million
millennials with many having grown up with spicier foods.
Spice influences are coming from across the globe. Asia Pacific tastes
that are tops in the U.S. and Canada are Korean, Thai, Indian, Japanese
and Chinese (source: Euromonitor). From the Asian influence of Sriracha
to the Latin mainstay of cayenne, the American palate is heating up. Using
Mintel Menu Insights data, the KalsecR US HeatSyncR Heat Index -- which
measures usage of more than 30 different peppers -- went from 118 to
160 in one year (2012 to 2013) with 100 being the baseline.
SRIRACHA is now in 9 percent of total U.S households, and in 16 percent of households headed by millennials. In fact, this year’s Sauce of the
Year from The Association for Dressings and Sauces (ADS) was Chelten
House Products, Inc.’s Organic Garlic Sriracha BBQ Sauce. Sriracha is
finding its way into ingredient lists as well. (See this Grilled Shrimp with
Remoulade Sauce recipe with a Sriracha option.)
HOT SAUCE - whether spiced up by cayenne, jalapeno, chipotle or a
host of other peppers -- is a staple of the American pantry. An NDP study
published found that 56 percent of households now have hot sauce on
hand in their kitchens. Of course, one big driver of hot sauce usage is with
chicken wings, an especially popular dish accompanying Big Game parties, with estimates at 25 billion chicken wings per year according to the
National Chicken Council.
CONDIMENT SAUCES - of any flavor - are a growing market, estimated
at $19 billion by TMR, with predictions to reach $23 billion by 2020. The
ADS dictionary defines a wide range of condiments. Whether used as an
accompaniment on the plate or as an ingredient in the kitchen, condiments
are an increasing source for spicing up today’s dishes.

Tessemae’s All Natural
Launches Organic Line
m MEDITERRA BARS provide the Mediterranean Diet with on-the-go convenience. The bars are all-natural, non-GMO
and Gluten-Free. The MSRP is $1.99.

Experts Recommend The MediterraneanStyle Diet for Healthy Lifestyle
Millions of Americans created
New Year’s health and wellness
resolutions, but studies show that
after six months, only eight percent succeed (Journal of Clinical
Psychology).
Past President of the Academy
of Nutrition and Dietetics Connie
Diekman, a registered dietitian
and author, suggests making resolutions that are small, achievable
and maintainable. She also highly
recommends that those looking to
get healthier incorporate a Mediterranean Diet and lifestyle.
“The Mediterranean Diet isn’t a
traditional ‘diet’ that emphasizes
restriction and deprivation; it’s
about making smarter choices and
moderation. It’s a lifestyle,” says
Diekman. “The lifestyle highlights
eating more whole grains, fruits,
greens and healthy fats, and less
meat and sweets. It also recog-

nizes the importance of being
active and enjoying meals with
family and friends. It even includes
small amounts of wine. It’s social,
healthy, delicious and do-able.”
The Mediterranean Diet has
been studied and noted by scores
of leading scientists as one of the
healthiest lifestyles in the world.
Recently, The Dietary Guidelines
Advisory Committee that helps
shape the country’s official dietary guidelines suggested that
Americans follow a Mediterranean-style diet.
Research has shown that the
traditional Mediterranean diet
reduces the risk of heart disease.
In fact, an analysis of more than
1.5 million healthy adults demonstrated that following a Mediterranean diet was associated with a
reduced risk of death from heart
disease and cancer, as well as a

reduced incidence of Parkinson’s
and Alzheimer’s diseases (British
Medical Journal).
While fruits, vegetables, grains,
olive oil and spices are the base of
the diet, Diekman acknowledges
it’s currently easier to find readyto-eat Mediterranean products
and snacks.
Ready-to-eat hummus, Greek
yogurt and Mediterra Nutrition
Bars fall well within the dietary
guidelines. In fact, Mediterra is
the first nutrition bar based on the
Mediterranean diet and feature
ingredients native to the Mediterranean region including sesame
seeds, sundried tomatoes, capers,
black olives, kale, Greek honey
and more. Mediterra bars provide
the Mediterranean Diet with onthe-go convenience. The bars are
all-natural, non-GMO and GlutenFree. The MSRP is $1.99.

Tessemae’s All Natural, leader of the fresh
dressing and condiment
category, will be elevating their ingredient profile with a 100% USDA
Organic certification.
Under their current
portfolio of products,
Tessemae’s has consistently maintained a high
benchmark of quality.
The USDA certification
will join an already impressive list of product
attributes including
gluten free, dairy free, no added sugar, and no preservatives or additives.
The 100% USDA Organic designation will include 14 dressings and 5 condiments.
“Our mission is pretty simple. We make the best tasting and best quality dressings and condiments available. And while we are very proud of
having accomplished that with our original formula, we understand that
with the USDA certification we effectively eliminate any remaining question marks. The number of organic products on conventional grocery
shelves is up roughly 50% versus last year. Turns out people want to
know that what they’re eating, is actually what they think they’re eating.
We think that’s a fair ask.” -Greg Vetter, CEO.
Best known for their clean whole ingredients, bright label, and distinct
waxed top, Tessemae’s expects that this latest move will create further
product differentiation, but also raise the bar across the category. As Vetter sees it, “Of course we are aiming to stay one step ahead of the competition, however, we encourage others to follow. We’re in the condiment
business, every day we go on fresh produce, meat, and seafood. Seems
logical that we would offer products that enhance, never detract from that
experience. Right?”
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Cumberland Farms Opens Four New
Concept Stores in Central Florida
A TODAY’S GROCER Special Report

C

umberland Farms, a leading convenience, gasoline, and coffee
retailer, opened four new concept
store locations in Central Florida
last Fall. The brand currently owns
and operates nearly 50 stores throughout
the Sunshine State, and the four new stores
in Brevard County mark the first in the central region of the state.
Cumberland Farms is continuing to
transform its stores by bringing a new look
and feel to its nearly 600 retail locations
throughout the Northeast and Florida. The
multiyear remodeling initiative, which began in 2009, includes a major overhaul of

all of the brand’s stores by incorporating a
modernized architecture and design, new
food items like pizza, fried favorites, and
hot sandwiches - as well as upgrades like
additional square footage, high-top bar
counters, outdoor patio seating, and an
increased number of parking spaces and
gas pumps.
“Cumberland Farms has served communities in Florida since the 1970’s, and our
customer loyalty and demand for the brand
has continued to grow,” said Ari Haseotes,
CEO of Cumberland Farms. “We are excited
to have expanded the brand’s presence to a
new region in Florida with our new concept
stores, in addition to giving back to community organizations in the process.”

m 1000 West New Haven Av., West Melbourne, FL: Members of Palm Bay Magnet High School
celebrate the opening of the new Cumberland Farms on 1000 West New Haven Ave in West Melbourne, Florida as the brand kicks off a four-week fundraiser for the school. During the next
four weeks after the store opened in October 2015, 10 cents from every dispensed beverage
purchased at the new location went directly to Palm Bay Magnet High School.

m 440 South Wickham Rd., West Melbourne, FL: Members of Roy Allen Elementary School
celebrate the opening of the new Cumberland Farms on 440 South Wickham Road in West Melbourne, Florida as the brand kicks off a four-week fundraiser for the school. During the next
four weeks after the store opened in October 2015, 10 cents from every dispensed beverage
purchased at the new location went directly to Roy Allen Elementary School.

m 880 Malbar Rd., Palm Bay, FL: Members of Bayside High School Boys’ Basketball and Girl’s
Tennis celebrate the opening of the new Cumberland Farms on 880 Malbar Road In Palm Bay,
Florida as the brand kicks off a four-week fundraiser for the organizations. During the next four
weeks after the store opened in October 2015, 10 cents from every dispensed beverage purchased
at the new location went directly to Bayside High School Boys’ Basketball and Girl’s Tennis.
m 4440 West New Haven Av., West Melbourne, FL: Members of Greater West Melbourne Little
League celebrate the opening of the new Cumberland Farms on 4440 West New Haven Ave in
West Melbourne, Florida as the brand kicks off a four-week fundraiser for the organization. During the next four weeks after the store opened in October 2015, 10 cents from every dispensed
beverage purchased at the new location went directly to Greater West Melbourne Little League.
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Selling Groceries Vegas Style!

Southeast Wholesale Foods Celebrates
Annual Las Vegas Night & Group Buy Session
February 12, 2016
Miami Airport Marriott Hotel
Miami, Florida

m The group from El Bodegon Supermarkets.

m An evening of gaming fun.

m GROCERS came from far and wide to enjoy Southeast Wholesale Foods’ Las Vegas Night.

m SOUTHEAST WHOLESALE FOODS’ Tony Palacios and Sandra
Contreras address the crowd.

m GRAND PRIZE WINNER of a Samsung 40’ Smart TV was Arturo Gomez, Dos Hermanos Grocery in West Palm Beach, FL.

m SOUTHEAST WHOLESALE FOODS Tony Palacios, Sandra Contreras, Rich Bauer (Southeast Wholesale Distribution), Eric Johnson
pictured with International Grocer’s Derek Kramer, Turks and Caicos (center).

m Ana Cruz and Tony Palacios pictured with the winner of the Apple iPad Air Geraldo Elizalde, El Bodegon #1, West Palm Beach, FL.

m BUYING ACTION during the Group Buy Session.

m APPLE WATCH WINNER Ana Cruz and Tony Palacios pictured
with Jose Rincón, El Bodegon Supermarkets (center).
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m Southeast Wholesale Foods’ Sales Manager Robert Fundora
(standing left) with the group from El Bodegon Supermarkets
during the Group Buy Session.

m CASINO NIGHT WINNER: Samsung Soundbar Juan Rincon,
General Manager El Bodegon Supermarkets.

m SOUTHEAST WHOLESALE FOODS’ Osvaldo Moure pictured with Katherine Herrera and Juan Manuel Lopez from Triton 1 in Miami
Beach, FL.

m BOSE SOUNDLINK III WINNER Veiusska Aliverde, Triton #2 in
Miami Beach, FL.
m Tony Palacios welcomes Derek Deane from Fresh Market,
Barbados.

m Guillermo and Roxanna Damian from Grupo Imersal, El Salvador, pictured with Tony Palacios (right).

m Tomilson Bynoe and Jeffrey Green from Emerald City, Barbados, register for the Group Buy Session.
m Harish Kishanchand, Harry’s Imports; Tony Palacios, Southeast Wholesale Foods; Alejandro Balbuena, Plaza Lama; and
Rafael Cosme, Southeast Wholesale Foods.

m Tony Sepulveda, Giant Supermarket, North Miami, pictured
with Pepe Rohaidy, Southeast Wholesale Foods.

m RAFFLE WINNER: Paolo DeLeon, Giant Supermarket receives
his Apple Watch from Southeast Wholesale Foods’ General
Manager Tony Palacios.

m Carlos Rodriguez and Rafael Cosme, Southeast Wholesale
Foods pictured with Marcos Rosado, Almacenes Unidos, Dominican Republic (center).

m Carlos Rodriguez, Southeast Wholesale Foods assisting customers with their questions and needs during the Group Buy Session.

m Jose Luis Abreu, Sanwa International Wholesale, Tampa,
Florida pictured with Pepe Rohaidy, Southeast Wholesale
Foods.
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Take Home a Taste of The Peninsula
m For almost 90 years, The Peninsula Hong Kong has been at the pinnacle of fine food, and with the introduction of the new Peninsula Boutique at Hong Kong International Airport, guests and customers will now be able to enjoy the hotel’s delicacies not only in its restaurants, but also re-create their very own Peninsula experience at home.

Boutique
Shop Caters to
International
Travelers

P

eninsula Merchandising
Limited recently unveiled
its latest boutique within
the passenger departure
area at Hong Kong International Airport, offering last minute
gifts and memories for a touch and
taste of Hong Kong.
Located in the ‘I Love Hong
Kong’ retail zone, the new Peninsula Boutique offers a thoughtfully
curated collection of the exclusive
merchandise of The Peninsula
Hotels - the best of eastern and
western hospitality, which has its
roots at The Peninsula Hong Kong
beginning from 1928.
The new Peninsula Boutique
retail outlet at Hong Kong International Airport offers the finest
selection of the hotel group’s delicacies, including artisanal chocolates, cookies, exquisite Peninsula
tea blends and a range of fine
gifts that allow passengers to take
a slice of The Peninsula lifestyle
back home.
“The Peninsula Hotels has a long
history in serving travelers from
all over the world with impeccable
service, we are delighted to operate our own boutique at the travel
hub of Hong Kong to offer customers a taste of The Peninsula,” said
Julie Bourgeois, General Manager,
Peninsula Merchandising Limited.
Following the renovation of the
company’s flagship store at The
Peninsula Hong Kong in November
2012, the new boutique showcases
the iconic design developed by
renowned international interior design firm Yabu Pushelberg, which
has had a long association with
The Peninsula Hotels and is known
for pushing the boundaries of in-

m HAND-DIPPED CHOCOLATE COOKIES.
m TEA is both a tradition and a passion at The Peninsula, from premium
Chinese blends to Western classics. Also exclusive to the new Peninsula
Boutique are flavorful packages of assorted fine Peninsula Blend Western
and Chinese teas, exquisitely presented Peninsula-style, in special gift boxes
that evoke a feeling of nostalgia as they bear archival images and luggage
tags which recall the almost nine-decade history of The Peninsula Hotels.

terior design and creating spaces
that are luxurious and strikingly
beautiful.
Inspired by travel, the 644 sq.
ft. boutique has been created
to resemble a trunk, featuring shelves and compartments
fashioned from wood and leather
which display the merchandise.
Marble counter tops add an elegant yet contemporary feel.
To further enhance the enjoyment of departing passengers’
retail experience, the new Peninsula Boutique offers a range of
exclusive products. These include
hand-dipped chocolate cookies in
three different flavours: hazelnut
with raisins, apricot with raisins,
and white chocolate chips. Made
to an exclusive recipe from The
Peninsula Hong Kong, these decadent treats are made from only
the finest ingredients sourced
from around the world, including
Turkish apricots, Italian hazelnuts,
raisins from the USA, and Swiss
chocolate, making them simply too
good to resist.
Other tempting items on offer
include a selection of classic treats

- butter egg rolls, coffee egg rolls,
chocolate chip and macadamia
cookies, along with mini milk chocolate bars, while artisanal treats to
take home in a package combine
sweetened walnuts, milk and dark
chocolate delights with nuts and
dried fruits, and assorted chocolate
almond rocks.
Chocolate has always been a
part of The Peninsula’s culinary
culture and a wide selection
awaits at the latest Peninsula Boutique. In addition to its signature
items, which include truffles and
pralines, The Boutique’s artisanal
collections are also available.
These are the creation of Maître
Chocolatier, Marijn Coertjens, who
spearheads ‘The Chocolate Room’
at The Peninsula Hong Kong,
where he creates his finely crafted
decadent treats.
“Everything is hand-made, only
the finest natural ingredients are
used, and we limit production to
ensure freshness and flavor,” says
Coertjens. “The chocolates I create are classic flavors with a twist.
Presentation is also of paramount
importance and I hope our cus-

m ARTISANAL TREATS

tomers will perceive each piece
of my chocolate as a delightful
indulgence.”
The Peninsula Boutique also carries an array of fine gifts including
silver-plated photo frames and
keepsake boxes, souvenir mugs
and stylish tote bags featuring the
ever-popular and much-loved Peninsula Bear.
In true Peninsula style, no detail
has been spared in other packaging, including boxes made from
fine textured, custom-made FSC
paper in elegant shades of green,
brown, beige or burgundy, making
purchasing from the boutique even
more appealing.
The latest Peninsula Boutique is
the first airport retail outlet managed solely by Peninsula Merchandising Limited.
The Peninsula Boutique is lo-

cated at Shop 7E144, Level 7, East
Hall, Terminal 1, Hong Kong International Airport, Chek Lap Kok,
Lantau, New Territories, and Hong
Kong (at the ‘I Love Hong Kong’
retail zone). Hours of Operation:
7:00 am - 11:00 pm.
A subsidiary of The Hongkong
and Shanghai Hotels, Limited,
Peninsula Merchandising Limited
distributes Peninsula merchandise
and licenses Peninsula Boutiques
in key gateways of Asia.
The Peninsula Boutique outlets
are located at The Peninsula Hotels
in Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai,
Tokyo (Boutique & Café), Manila,
Bangkok and Chicago. Peninsula
merchandise is also available at
Peninsula Boutiques throughout
Asia in leading department stores
and shopping malls in Hong Kong,
Japan, Singapore and Taiwan.
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Gluten Free Kids, Rejoice with Feel Good Foods
Vanessa Phillips is CEO and
majority shareholder of nationwide gluten-free frozen food company, Feel Good Foods. Feel Good
Foods’ gluten-free dumplings,
egg rolls and Asian-inspired entrees can be found in Whole Food
Markets freezer section nationwide in addition to numerous other grocery and health food stores
in nearly every major American
city. As a self-professed foodie
who eats gluten-free, Vanessa
is now living her dream! Though
her career, and her health were
not always so well aligned. Once
upon a time, Vanessa Phillips was
a gluten-free kid without many
options…
Vanessa grew up surrounded
by food in New York City. Her parents owned bagel shops and Chinese restaurants and she admits
she lived off much of NYC’s best
takeout. She was “obsessed”
with food for as far back as she
can remember. Vanessa also
recalls severe physical and neurological symptoms that left her
and her parents worried and confused throughout her childhood.
Finally, a Celiac Disease diagnosis
solved the mystery. Vanessa was
relieved to find the cause of her
symptoms, but devastated at no
longer being able to enjoy many
of her favorite foods.

m VANESSA PHILLIPS

At the age of 25 Vanessa got out
of her then profession as a publicist and, by trial and error, turned
her kitchen into her very own
gluten-free take-out restaurant,
temporarily dubbing her new
home-based start-up, “Food Matters.” “I was experimenting with
gluten-free lasagnas, dumplings,
you name it… I’d deliver these
gluten-free meals to friends, family and acquaintances on my bike
or by subway. I was delivering
hundreds of meals and goodies a

m GROCERY OUTLET BARGAIN MARKET offers brands such as Kraft, Kellogg’s, Tide Tyson, Amy’s Kitchen, Naked Juice and many more with prices
up to 60 percent off traditional supermarkets. This year alone, shoppers
have saved more than $1 billion on products purchased at Grocery Outlet
as compared with traditional grocery stores. Buyers negotiate directly with
manufacturers to buy overstock and surplus products at deep discounts and
pass those savings directly on to customers. All products are 100-percent
satisfaction guaranteed.

Grocery Outlet Bargain
Market Launches Operator
Recruitment Website
Grocery Outlet Bargain Market, the fast-growing, extreme-value grocery
retailer, announced the launch of its independent operator recruitment
website that provides information about the brand, store leadership, and
how easy it is to create your own business as an independent operator.
This unique business opportunity enables aspiring entrepreneurs, skilled
grocery, retail, and food service veterans to operate a crockery Outlet
Bargain market independently under license from the parent company
and be part of the respected Grocery Outlet brand. The new site provides
resources on all facets of the process, including: how the model works,
investment requirements, earning potential, available territories, an initial
application, and current independent operator testimonials.
“We are free to create a retail store with products and practices that
are right for our customers and we use our own creativity and ingenuity to
build a business that makes a difference in our community,” says Travis
Dawson, who independently operates a Grocery Outlet in San Francisco
with his wife, Rose. “Grocery Outlet wants us to be successful. This is
an incredible partnership and Grocery Outlet independent operators very
rarely leave the business. I’m often asked what I enjoy most about being
an independent store operator – and it’s the quality of life. My family is
involved in the community and we are empowered to make decisions that
are right for us and our customers.”
“There is an unprecedented increase in demand by consumers for
discounted products, and Grocery Outlet Bargain Market is widely recognized as a great brand,” says MacGregor Read, Co-CEO of Grocery Outlet.
“There is no better time for quality candidates with a stron history of management and ownership to take advantage of this opportunity to become a
Grocery Outlet independent operator.”

week,” she recalls.
Eventually, Vanessa went all in,
creating Feel Good Foods, and
bringing on her husband Tryg
Siverson, a notable NYC chef.  Together they created a line of clean
label, gluten-free, Asian-inspired
meals, and Whole Foods took
notice. “Not many frozen food
companies offer up entrees and
appetizers prepared by an established New York City chef,” she
says, referring to her husband who
came on board shortly after she
founded the company.
Today, because of Vanessa’s vision, the 30% of Americans (and
growing), including many glutenfree kids, can enjoy delicious
popular favorites like dumplings,
egg rolls, General Tso’s Chicken,
Fried Rice, Mongolian Beef,
Chinese Chicken & Broccoli and
more. “All you need is 4 minutes
and a microwave to enjoy Feel
Good Foods,” states Vanessa.
Because of the company’s glutenfree innovations, this generation of
gluten-free kids can enjoy flavorful
favorites that were not an option
for Vanessa growing up. That, and
the fact that FGF uses only the

finest ingredients. “Clean label,
non-GMO, gluten-free fun food favorites is our promise to parents of
gluten-free kids and for families,”
she insists.
Feel Goods Foods is currently
carried by grocers nationwide,
including: Whole Foods Market,

ShopRite, Wegmans, Sprouts, Big
Y, HyVee and many more.
The company plans to expand
their line of gluten-free fare to
include additional ethnic dishes in
2016. Vanessa is currently writing a gluten-free Feel Good Foods
cookbook.
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Las Javas de Navidad

CAMACOL Paella Party Honors
Holiday Season 2015 Food Drive
A 30-Year Tradition
A TODAY’S GROCER Special Report

L

atin Chamber of Commerce
of U.S.A (CAMACOL) hosted
its annual Paella Party,
February 17, at the organization’s headquarters building
in Miami, Florida. The event served
to thank sponsors key to the 2015
Food Drive and prepared for the
2016 event. A delicious paella was
prepared by Chef Javier from The
Paella King. Special guests of honor
were members of the City of Miami
Police Department. The Food Drive
is one of the organizations most important events, and the party served
to recognized key supporters of the
2015 Food Drive and ready participants for the 2016 event.

m CAMACOL PAELLA PARTY was celebrated Wednesday evening, February 17, at the organization’s headquarters building on Flagler Street in Miami, FL. The
event served to thank sponsors key to the 2015 Food Drive and prepared for the 2016 event. A delicious paella was prepared by Chef Javier from The Paella King.

m CAMACOL honored the City of Miami Police Department for all their hard
work and dedication to the organization during the annual Holiday Season
Food Basket event “Las Jabas de Navidad” – a 30 year tradition of CAMACOL.
Pictured (left to right) are: Zulema Melancon, Adrian Valle, Lazaro Alvarez;
Nelson Tarke, Jr.; Mario Gonzalez, Cmdr. Norberto Blanco and Asst. Chief of
Police, Jorge Colina.

m CAMACOL President Nelson Tarke, Jr. (second, right) pictured with the
group from Flowers Baking Company Juan Colome, Raul Lopez and Hector
Venegas.

m JUAN AND VICENTA COLOME.

m CAMACOL CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION AWARD
Presentation to Sedanos Supremarkets.

m CAMACOL CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION AWARD
Presentation to Sweepy Snacks.

m CAMACOL Past President Mario Gutierrez with recently-elected President Nelson Tarke, Jr. Gutierrez,
who finished his term as CAMACOL President on September 25, who has always been closely involved with
“Las Javas,” defines this event on a personal note: “It’s
the day I most await because it make me feel happy to
know that I’m helping others.”

m BAUDUCCO FOODS’ Renata Lazariager pictured with
Nelson Tarke.
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Hospitality
Pie Five Bringing
Fast Casual Pizza
Concept to
South Florida

36

Chain Signs Multi-Unit
Development Agreement

m PIE FIVE PIZZA, the Dallas-based brand known for made-your-way artisan pizzas, handcrafted with fresh ingredients, homemade sauces and handcrafted crusts has announced
a new development deal with DP5 Investments that will add up to 28 locations in South
Florida from Melbourne to Miami.

A TODAY’S GROCER Special Report

D

allas-based Pie Five Pizza
is heating up around the
country. The brand known for
made-your-way artisan pizzas, handcrafted with fresh
ingredients, homemade sauces and
handcrafted crusts has announced a new
development deal with DP5 Investments
that will add up to 28 locations in South
Florida from Melbourne to Miami.
“South Florida is attracting a lot of
growth and the fast casual pizza market
hasn’t really hit there yet - we’re excited
to be the first to bring Pie Five’s concept to the area,” said Jeffrey Parker,
franchise development partner with DP5
Investments. “We have a lot of confidence in the brand and their very seasoned leadership team plus their oven
technology is superior to anything else
in the market.”
As a former second generation McDonald’s franchisee, Parker brings over
20 years of multi-unit restaurant operations experience to the table. In addition,
Parker was drawn to Pie Five for its com-

m MEATBALL RICOTTA PIE

m PIE FIVE GUESTS can choose from more
than a million combinations of farm fresh
ingredients, artisan sauces and handcrafted crust variety.

mitment to high quality ingredients and
gluten-free options due to his own health
concerns.
“When looking at new fast casual pizza
ventures, options for consumers with
food allergies was very important to me,”
said Parker. “Many fast casual pizza
brands don’t offer these options - Pie
Five is a viable choice for consumers with
nutritional requirements such as gluten
allergies because the process is very
transparent.”
DP5 Investments plans to hit the
ground running with sites in Boca Raton,
Fort Lauderdale, Wellington and West
Palm Beach. Pie Five’s new development
deal follows multi-unit deals recently
announced in New Mexico, Missouri,
Arizona, Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Arkansas,
Missouri, Tennessee, Colorado,
Kentucky, and Indiana. This is
in addition to company-owned
expansion in Chicago, Atlanta,
Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth.
Pie Five has grown from one
location to 64 in less than four
years. The growth rate for the
past fiscal year alone reached
almost 200 percent.
“We’re thrilled to welcome
Jeff and his partners to the
Pie Five family,” said Randy
Gier, chief eating officer of Rave
Restaurant Group, Inc. “They bring a
wealth of multi-unit restaurant experi-

m PIE FIVE PIZZA, the rapidly-expanding chain is capitalizing on growing consumer demand for personalized, fresh dining options. They are betting on big success in the South
Florida market.

ence to our growing team of
veteran operators, and with
their aggressive plans for
expansion, will soon own
the fast casual pizza market
in South Florida.”
At Pie Five, guests can
choose from more than
a million combinations of
farm fresh ingredients,
artisan sauces and handcrafted crust variety. Pies
bake in just 140 seconds
in a custom-designed,
m PIE FIVE’S unique concept is catching on. The pizza phestate-of-the-art oven. By
nom plans to open 400 company-owned and franchised lothe time the guest arcations across the country in the next five years.
rives at the register, their
hot, bubbly, pizza perfection is ready.
Pie Five’s unique concept is catching on.
Additionally, they can add one of Pie
The pizza phenom plans to open 400
Five’s freshly-tossed hand-made salads
company-owned and franchised locations
served in a baked pizza dough bowl or a
across the country in the next five years.
decadent home-baked brownie or cookie
Pie Five Pizza Co. is a subsidiary of
pie to their meal. The rapidly-expanding
RAVE Restaurant Group, Inc. owns, franchain is capitalizing on growing consumer
chises and supplies more than 300 Pie
demand for personalized, fresh dining
Five and Pizza Inn restaurants operating
options.
domestically and internationally.
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Bakery

Meijer Partners with Detroit Family-Owned
Mexican Tortilla Manufacturer
A new partnership between
Meijer and Detroit-based manufacturer Hacienda Mexican Foods
has not only placed authentic,
handmade products in each of the
retailer’s 222 stores across the
Midwest, but has also allowed the
small family-owned manufacturer
to expand its operation and create
local jobs in southwest Detroit.
“Meijer is committed to supporting Michigan businesses because

m MEIJER now carries authentic,
handmade tortillas and tortilla chips
from Detroit-based manufacturer
Hacienda Mexican Foods in each of
the retailer’s 222 stores across the
Midwest. The new partnership has
helped the manufacturer expand its
operation and create 40 local jobs
in southwest Detroit.

it’s what our customers want and
deserve,” said Peter Whitsett, Executive Vice President of Merchandising and Marketing for Meijer.
“But the impact of this partnership
with Hacienda Mexican Foods
means so much more. It has
created a ripple effect that has
encouraged business growth and
created jobs in the city of Detroit.”
The Grand Rapids, MI.-based
retailer began its partnership
with Hacienda Mexican Foods in
June 2014 when it began carrying corn and flour tortillas in 50 of
its Michigan stores. The success
of the product was quickly realized, which ultimately led to an
expansion throughout the retailer’s
Midwest footprint this fall and the
inclusion of tortilla chips.
Hacienda Mexican Foods provides each Meijer store with three
varieties of authentic, handmade
tortilla chips - salted, unsalted
and chili lime - and corn and flour
tortillas. So far, the products have
achieved a triple-digit percentage
increase.
Owner Lydia Gutierrez said the
increased business provided opportunity - to more than double
the business she started in the
early 1990s with her late husband,
to support the local economy,
and most importantly, to hire 40
individuals who live in the Mexicantown neighborhood where her
business is located.
“The jobs we are giving to the
community are for people who

m HACIENDA MEXICAN FOODS’ Owner Lydia Gutierrez.

are hard workers, but maybe they
do not have all the education,”
Gutierrez said. “We’ve been able
to change lives, change a community. We could not do what we’re
doing today if it was not for Meijer’s willingness to work with us.
It’s been such a blessing.”
Gutierrez said she’s also added a
second shift at her manufacturing
plant and increase her workforce
to approximately 75 employees in
Mexicantown to fulfill the retailer’s
orders. The authentic tortillas and
tortilla chips are handmade daily,
and distributed to Meijer stores in
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky and Wisconsin within days.

m HACIENDA MEXICAN FOODS provides authentic, handmade tortilla chips
– salted, unsalted and chili lime – as well as corn and flour tortillas for every
Meijer store across the Midwest. The new partnership has helped the manufacturer expand its operation and create 40 local jobs in southwest Detroit.

Dancing Deer Adds
Crispy Cookie Bites
Mini is in for 2016 and no one does portion-controlled desserts
more deliciously than Dancing Deer Baking Company, which is
taking its newest mini desserts – Dancing Deer Crispy Cookie
Bites – out of the oven just in time for the Winter Fancy Food
Show. Show-goers will get to sample Dancing Deer Crispy Cookie
Bites in six on-trend flavors, including Gluten Free Double Dare
Chocolate, Chocolate Chip Sea Salt, Toffee Almond, Chocolate
Brown Sugar Oatmeal, and two seasonal flavors, all under 30
calories per cookie and offered in convenient re-sealable bags
beginning in Spring 2016. Dancing Deer was first to market with
Non-GMO cookies in the bakery, and now the company is introducing shelf-stable Non-GMO cookies with the same quality and
flavor for which Dancing Deer is known.
“Our master baker has really found the sweet spot of Americans’
taste for dessert, creating cookies and cakes that are big on flavor,
but small enough to serve every day,” noted Dancing Deer President
and CEO Frank Carpenito.
Dancing Deer Crispy Cookie Bites join Dancing Deer’s popular line
of Dessert Bites, launched with great success at retailers nationwide
last fall. For Fall and Holiday ’16, Dancing Deer Crispy Cookie Bites
will be offered in limited edition seasonal flavors, including Pumpkin
Oatmeal and Mighty Molasses Clove, a signature flavor that has
earned Dancing Deer Baking numerous awards since its founding
more than 20 years ago.

Dawn Foods Launches New Line of Frostings
Dawn Food Products Inc. has
announced a new line of premium buttercream-style frostings designed to help customers
captivate consumers with cakes
finished to perfection.
The new line of premium
frostings features a vibrant
palette of 15 premixed colors
to help cake decorators meet
current style trends and create
visual appeal with their confections. The smooth, creamy
texture virtually guarantees a
delightful eating experience and
shopper smiles.
Dawn’s frostings were also
designed to be extremely work-

able to meet decorators’ needs
for consistency and ease of use.
Their workability enables decorators to truly become artists,
uniquely designing confections
with greater control and more
intricacy.
The new line of frostings comes
ready to use in 8-pound pails for
convenient handling and boasts
the following features:
n Rich, delicious flavors, like
vanilla (with pure Madagascar
bourbon vanilla extract and
natural butter flavor) and chocolate (with rich chocolate fudge
and cocoa powder), complement any variety of cake.

n Fifteen eye-catching, vibrant
colors (in vanilla flavor) are
consistent every time, with no
mixing of colors required.
n Formulation with no partially
hydrogenated oils meets FDA
standards as well as consumer
trends for healthier foods.
“Customer success is at the
core of everything we do,” said
Traci Maginn, Senior Marketing
Manager of wet ingredients at
Dawn. “That’s why we’ve kept
their needs in mind with our
premium frostings. Our goal is to
help decorators effortlessly turn
cakes into beautiful masterpieces
that their customers can’t resist.”
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FMI Announces 2016-2018
Board of Director Officers
Continued from PAGE 1

Independent Operators Committee.
n BRAD BROOKSHIRE, Chairman and CEO, Brookshire Grocery Company Vice Chairman, Membership Services Committee.
n BRIAN GEORGE, President and CEO, Alex Lee, Inc. - Vice Chairman,
Wholesaler Committee.
n CRAIG BOYAN, President and COO, H-E-B - Vice Chairman, Food Safety
Committee.
n TODD SCHNUCK, Chairman and CEO, Schnuck Markets, Inc. - Vice
Chairman, Public Affairs Committee.

Condiments industry inducted
to Hall of Fame
Continued from PAGE 1

deserve praise and recognition.,”
Chairman Gene Biggi said he is
humbled by this notable honor. He
offers some insight into his career
highlights since joining the family
business full time in 1950.
“During the 1950s, 60s and 70s
I developed horseradish, mustards and sauces that no other
companies in the U.S. or overseas
were manufacturing,” the senior

Biggi explained. “In the 1980s we
were the first to produce horseradish and specialty mustards
and sauces in squeeze jars. We
have been awarded more gold
medals than any other specialty food company. I am honored
by the Hall of Fame induction
and to be recognized for growing a successful, fourth generation family business that
my mother Rose started in The
Great Depression.”

Publix Entering Virginia Market
Continued from PAGE 1

new stores, our associates prepare for new opportunities which
supports our culture of promotion
from within. We look forward to
providing the great state of Virginia
with the high quality service and
products that our customers have
come to expect and that have
earned us recognition throughout
the industry.”

Virginia will mark the company’s seventh state of operation.
In September 2012, the company
announced its long awaited entry
into North Carolina opening the
first location in February 2014.
The company is looking ahead
to aggressive growth within the
state and in its current operating areas of Florida, Georgia,
Alabama, Tennessee, South and
North Carolina.

Barilla Celebrates Grand Opening of
New Region Americas Headquarters
Continued from PAGE 1

ity to enhance the employee and
customer experience, as well as
enable new research and development innovation capabilities.
The new headquarters is designed to deliver on three core
focus areas aligned with Barilla’s
growth strategy: 1) stacking Barilla’s innovation pipeline; 2) putting
the customer at the forefront of
everything Barilla does; and 3)
enhancing Barilla’s credibility with
its people and its products. In
addition to offering a more ideal
location for attracting talent, the
building’s physical features include: Full test and demonstration
kitchens, Customer Collaboration
Center for joint business planning
with customers, Onsite (Customer)
Listening Room, Idea and prototype factories, Learning Center
offering language immersion
courses for employees, and Fullservice employee fitness center
and onsite café.
In recognition of the Northbrook
community’s support during the

move and true to Barilla’s commitment to giving back, Barilla invited
a local chapter of the Girl Scouts
of Greater Chicago & Northwest
Indiana to an exclusive “Share
The Table” event at Barilla’s fullyequipped test kitchen. Barilla’s
Share The Table movement helps
inspire, empower and support all
families to make mealtime a more
meaningful experience. Led by Barilla Executive Chef Lorenzo Boni
and Barilla employees, the Girl
Scouts participated in a hands-on
cooking class and sampled their
own pasta creations.
“We’re grateful for the opportunities Barilla has provided to our
Girl Scouts through their Share
The Table program, which promotes meaningful mealtime and
nutrition education,” said Candice
Schmidt, director of program at
Girl Scouts of Greater Chicago
and Northwest Indiana. “Together
we’re empowering every girl to
make an impact at home and
beyond by providing educational
programming about healthy living
and eating.”

Gregg Young Chief Sales &
Procurement Officer
Continued from PAGE 1

of our company together to best
serve the needs of our Member
and Non-Member Retailers.”
Young joined Associated Grocers in 2007 as V.P. of Sales
and has held several leadership
positions including his most
recent role as Sr. V.P. of Sales
and Procurement where he was
responsible for sales supporting
Associated Grocers Florida independent retailers as well as the
procurement and merchandising
function of center store activity.
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“Our business has been consistently growing and to have the
opportunity to bring together all
areas of Procurement and Sales
opens the door for even greater
growth. I am excited about the
opportunity and look forward to
developing new and innovative
programs to support our Independent Retailers.” Young said.
Associated Grocers of Florida,
Inc. is a member-owned cooperative serving 2044 member and
non-member stores in Florida,
Central and South America, the
Caribbean and beyond.

K-Top Single Serve Coffee Pod Vending Machine Debuts
U-Select-It, Inc., a
a compact countertop
leading global vending
merchandising solution
machine equipment
for single serve brewed
manufacturer, introcoffee pods, the USI
duces its new K-Top
K-Top Vending Machine
Vending Machine. The
features up to 16 unique
K-Top Vending Machine
product selections and
provides secure dispenshas a 256 pod capacity.
ing of single serve coffee
“The K-Top Vending
pods. The K-Top VendMachine is the perfect
ing Machine is ideal for
solution for offices,
small and medium-sized
educational institutions,
businesses in order to
hotels, and areas with
m The K-Top Vending Machine’s small footprint allows limitations that simply
control inventory and
placement on standard 36” countertops with 18” cabinets to do not have the floor
generate profit from
counter spacing as the machine measures 26.3” W. x 23.8”
dispensing single serve
space to accommodate
D. x 17.6” H. Manufactured in the USA, the K-Top Vending Macoffee pods.
chine features product through a glass front display. With a full-size vending
The K-Top Vending
energy saving LED lighting and iVend guaranteed delivery machine,” commented
Machine provides flexsystem, USI’s new K-Top vending machine utilizes the latest USI’s Vice President,
ibility and versatility as
technology for vending of single serve coffee pods. The K-Top Global Sales, James
no longer will staff have Vending Machine’s reliable dispensing and payment systems Chico. “Our customto choose only between are easy to use and integrate seamlessly into current vend- ers appreciate that the
ing applications resulting in increased sales opportunities.
“regular” and “decaf”
K-Top Vending Machine
- employers can keep a
is compact, easily fitbevy of assorted items within arm’s reach at all times
ting on a countertop. The K-Top Vending Machine
to better service their employee’s actual tastes and
is a great way to manage coffee pod inventory and
preferences. Developed to meet customers’ need for
reduce the office coffee expense.”

Connie Tipton to Step Down
Continued from PAGE 1

Tip Tipton, CEO of the associations
from 1988 to 2003, and they were
married in 1983. Together, they
reached many milestones and led
significant changes in the industry,
including the launch of the Capitol
Hill Ice Cream Party in 1982 and
the first International Sweetener
Colloquium and Dairy Forum, also
launched in the 1980s, to bring
differing points of view together on
policy issues.
In 1990, they formed IDFA as the
umbrella organization for the Milk
Industry Foundation, the International Ice Cream Association and
the National Cheese Institute, and
successfully pushed for passage
of legislation in the 1990 Farm Bill
that established the Milk Processor Education Program (MilkPEP).
After noting the overlapping
tenures that created a 50-plus
year “Tipton dynasty” in dairy,
Tipton said, “It’s certainly time for
a change.”
A transition committee of six executives from IDFA member companies will oversee the process
for selecting the association’s next
leader. Both internal and external
candidates will be considered,
Tipton said. Jeff Kaneb, Executive
Vice President at HP Hood LLC,
will chair the committee. Other

committee members are Ed Mullins, executive vice president and
CEO, Prairie Farms Dairy, Inc.;
Mike Reidy, senior vice president
- corporate affairs, Leprino Foods
Company and chairman of IDFA;
Patricia Stroup, vice president and
chief procurement officer, Nestle
USA, Inc.; Gregg Tanner, CEO of
Dean Foods Company; and Mike
Wells, president and CEO of Wells
Enterprises, Inc.
Since joining the dairy associations in 1981, Connie Tipton has
managed activities in virtually
every area, including legislative
and international affairs, economic
policy analysis, communications
and public relations, marketing
programs, education and training,
trade shows and office management. She also was involved in
strategy, policy and budgeting for
the overall management of the
organizations.
Named Vice President in 1989,
Tipton was promoted to Senior
Vice President in 1994 and to Senior Group Vice President in 1999.
She was promoted to Executive
Vice President in January 2003
and took over as IDFA’s President
and CEO the following year.
She also has served on numerous committees and boards
in Washington, D.C., related to
agriculture and trade policy with

special emphasis on dairy and
sugar policies. In addition, she is
a member of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce Committee of 100 and
serves on the boards of the U.S.
Capitol Historical Society, SewallBelmont House, the Capitol Hill
Day School and the Bryce Harlow
Foundation, a group that provides
scholarships and leadership in
professional advocacy.
Throughout her career, Tipton
has been recognized and honored
for achievements in the dairy
foods industry and her community.
In 2015, she was awarded the
George Washington Spirit Award,
which celebrates individuals who
demonstrate outstanding leadership qualities, for her contributions
to her profession and community.
In 2014, the Bryce Harlow Foundation honored Tipton by selecting
her to receive its Business-Government Relations Award.
In 2009, Connie was named
Association Executive of the Year
by Association Trends magazine,
and in 2002, she was identified
by two Capitol Hill publications as
one of the top trade association
lobbyists in Washington, D.C.
Originally from Ohio, Tipton
studied journalism at Ohio State
University before moving to Capitol
Hill, where she has lived for more
than 40 years.
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